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Abstract Radionuclide imaging of cardiac function represents a number of well-validated techniques for accurate
determination of right (RV) and left ventricular (LV)
ejection fraction (EF) and LV volumes. These first
European guidelines give recommendations for how and
when to use first-pass and equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography, gated myocardial perfusion scintigraphy,

gated PET, and studies with non-imaging devices for the
evaluation of cardiac function. The items covered are
presented in 11 sections: clinical indications, radiopharmaceuticals and dosimetry, study acquisition, RV EF, LV EF,
LV volumes, LV regional function, LV diastolic function,
reports and image display and reference values from the
literature of RVEF, LVEF and LV volumes. If specific
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recommendations given cannot be based on evidence from
original, scientific studies, referral is given to “prevailing or
general consensus”. The guidelines are designed to assist in
the practice of referral to, performance, interpretation and
reporting of nuclear cardiology studies for the evaluation of
cardiac performance.
Keywords Nuclear imaging . EANM/ESC guidelines .
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Abbreviations
ACD
acid citrate dextrose
CAD
coronary artery disease
cMRI
cardiac magnetic resonance imaging
ECG
electrocardiogram
ECT
Emory Cardiac Toolbox
ED
end-diastolic
EDV
end-diastolic volume
ES
end-systolic
EF
ejection fraction
ERNV
equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
ESV
end-systolic volume
FP
first pass
FPRNV
first-pass radionuclide ventriculography
HSA
human serum albumin
i.v.
intravenous
LAO
left anterior oblique
LBBB
left bundle branche block
LEGP
low energy general purpose
LEHR
low energy high resolution
LEHS
low energy high sensitivity
LPO
left posterior oblique
LV
left ventricle
LVV
left ventricular volume
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LVEF
MI
MPS
NSTEMI
PFR
PFRSV
QGS
RAO
RBC
RNV
ROI
RV
STEMI
TAC
TID
TPFR
WM
WTh

left ventricular ejection fraction
myocardial infarction
myocardial perfusion scintigraphy
non-ST elevation acute myocardial infarction
peak filling rate
PFR normalised to stroke volume
quantitative gated SPECT
right anterior oblique
red blood cells
radionuclide ventriculography
region-of-interest
right ventricle
ST elevation acute myocardial infarction
time–activity curve
transient ischaemic dilatation
time to peak filling rate
wall motion
wall thickening

Preamble
The European guidelines for radionuclide imaging of
cardiac function have been developed under the auspices
of the European Council on Nuclear Cardiology (the joint
group of the Cardiovascular Committee of the European
Association of Nuclear Medicine and of the Working Group
on Nuclear Cardiology of the European Society of
Cardiology). The aim of the authors has been to present
the state-of-the-art applications and protocols approved by
experts in the field and to disseminate this information to
the European nuclear cardiology community. The guidelines are designed to assist physicians and other healthcare
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professionals in referring to, performing, interpreting and
reporting the different radionuclide imaging examinations
dealing with cardiac function.
It has been our intention to present information specifically adapted to European practice, based on evidence
from original scientific studies. Where more than one
solution seems to be practised, and none has been shown to
be superior to the others, we hope that we have succeeded in
specifically expressing this state of knowledge.
The authors comprise scientists from many different
countries, all with sub-speciality expertise in nuclear
cardiology. Every effort has been made to avoid conflicts
of interest arising from non-academic and non-clinical
relationships.
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1. Clinical indications
Introduction
Assessment of left ventricular (LV) function and volumes is
important for prognostification, being very powerful predictors of long-term outcome after acute myocardial infarction
(MI) [1, 2]. The information obtained to that obtained by
ungated myocardial perfusion scintigraphy (MPS) by the
addition of gating has been demonstrated in several studies
to be of high clinical value. The assessment of the function
of the right ventricle (RV) is recognised to be important in
subgroups of patients including arrhyhmogenic RV, in lung
transplant candidates, and after MI, possibly including RV
infarction, with high prognostic value of demonstrating RV
dysfunction. Determination with equilibrium radionuclide
ventriculography (ERNV) of LV ejection fraction (LVEF) is
recognised as one of the methods-of-choice for monitoring
of cardiotoxicity of cytotoxic drugs [3].

The use of radionuclide imaging was addressed in the
ACC/AHA/ASNC practice guidelines [4], a report from the
three major US organizations involved in this field. In this
report, the main focus is on MPS, but assessment of LV
function is closely related to that. The ACC/AHA/ASNC
classifications I, II and III have been used to summarise the
indications as follows:
1. Class I: Conditions for which there is evidence and/or
general agreement that a given procedure (or treatment)
is useful and effective
2. Class II: Conditions for which there is conflicting
evidence and/or a divergence of opinion about the
usefulness/efficacy of a procedure
Class IIa: Weight of evidence is in favour of usefulness/
efficacy
Class IIb: Usefulness/efficacy is less well established
by evidence/opinion
3. Class III: Conditions for which there is evidence and/or
general agreement that the procedure is not useful or
effective and, in some cases, may be harmful. Such
indications are not discussed in the present guideline
Levels of evidence for individual class assignments are
designated as:
–
–
–

A = data derived from multiple, randomised, clinical
trials
B = data derived from a single, randomised trial or
from non-randomised studies
C = consensus opinion of experts

Level A is rarely available for diagnostic imaging and
level B sometimes; hence, level C is most often applied.
In the present guidelines, emphasis has been laid on the
presentation of evidence-based data with direct references
to original papers. Clinical indications may often depend on
several local factors such as availability, experience,
traditions, reimbursement, risk of complications, logistics,
etc. Furthermore, new modalities or development within a
modality [gating of MPS, cardiac CT, contrast MRI
(cMRI), echocardiography, plasma atrial and brain natriuretic peptides (ANP and BNP)] may have a great impact
on the clinical indications for alternative techniques. The
most important indications are listed in Table 1.
Prognosis after acute MI with ST elevation
The prognosis of patients after ST elevation acute myocardial infarction (STEMI) is mainly determined by infarct
size, residual myocardium at risk (myocardial ischaemia)
and LVEF. Radionuclide imaging provides the information
on all these three components. Particularly when pharmacological stress is used, radionuclide studies can be
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Table 1 Clinical indications
Indications

Recommended radionuclide
method

US classification
and level

LV function after STEMI
LV function after NSTEMI and in unstable angina
RV function after AMI
Diagnosis of chronic CAD in intermediate likelihood risk
Diagnosis of chronic CAD in patients unable to exercise

Gated rest MPS
Gated rest MPS
FP RNV
Gated stress MPS
Gated pharmacological stress
MPS
Gated exercise or
pharmacological stress MPS
Gated rest MPS (+FP)
ERNV
FP RNV or tomo ERNV
ERNV or gated MPS
ERNV or gated MPS
ERNV or gated MPS
FP RNV

IB
IB
II B
IB
IB

Diagnosis of chronic CAD in patients undergoing non-cardiac major surgery and
intermediate or high risk likelihood of CAD
Ischaemic heart failure
Chemotherapy monitoring (anthracyclines, etc.)
Arrhythmogenic RV
Aortic regurgitation: LVEF monitoring
Before heart transplantation
Monitoring after heart transplantation
Before lung transplantation

IB
IA
IA
IIa B
IA
–
–
–

Recommended methods in major clinical indications for nuclear cardiology functional imaging. For the explanation of the abbreviations, see
abbreviation list (before Section 1).

performed safely already 2–4days after infarction [5]. This
approach has recently been confirmed in the prospective,
randomised INSPIRE Trial (adenosine Sestamibi SPECT
post-infarction evaluation) [2]: 728 clinically stable survivors of MI were enrolled and underwent adenosine-gated
MPS (with 99mTc-sestamibi) within 10days of hospital
admission. The patients had 1year follow-up. Based on
stress perfusion defect size, the extent of ischaemia and
LVEF, the patients were stratified into high, intermediate,
and low-risk groups. The low-risk group, in particular, had
a death/reinfarction rate <2%.
It is strongly believed, although not directly documented,
that the integration of perfusion and function yields
superior risk stratification after MI. The assessment of RV
function in patients with suspected RV infarction is also of
strong prognostic value.
In patients with acute MI without ST elevation
(NSTEMI) or unstable angina, assessment of ischaemia is
most important, but assessment of LV function has also
been recognised to provide important information.
Known or suspected coronary artery disease: diagnosis
and prognosis
The role of radionuclide imaging in the detection of
coronary artery disease (CAD) has been demonstrated to
be cost-effective in many studies in patients with intermediate to high likelihood of CAD [6, 7]. In particular, gated
MPS permits accurate diagnosis of CAD [8].
Similarly, the prognostic value of gated single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging in
patients with known or suspected CAD has been reported

extensively; e.g. the work by Sharir et al. [9] has clearly
demonstrated the incremental value of LV function/volume
data over perfusion data alone for prognosis.
Patients with intermediate or high risk of CAD being
evaluated before non-cardiac surgery are an important
category. For these patients, the same applies as for
symptomatic patients with known or suspected CAD.
Heart failure: diagnosis and prognosis
The number of patients with heart failure has increased
substantially, and the majority of patients suffer from
ischaemic aetiology of heart failure. In these patients,
prognosis is determined by LVEF, LV volumes, ischaemia
and viability. RV function is also increasingly recognised as
prognostic parameter. In patients with heart failure, initial
assessment of LV and RV function is considered a class I
indication.
Identification of patients who may benefit from an
internal cardioverter defibrillator is another important issue:
According to the MADIT-II results, patients with previous
MI and LVEF ≤30% benefits from ICD implantation [10].
In these patients, accurate assessment of LVEF is indicated,
and radionuclide imaging is one of the techniques that can
provide this information.
Sub-populations without coronary disease
In the subpopulations indicated below, LV and RV function
is clinically indicated and radionuclide assessment can be
performed. Although echocardiography is performed for the
LV in many places, the radionuclide method is preferred for
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the RV if more accurate measurements are needed. Also for
LVEF monitoring purpose, the low inter-day variation of
LVEF determined with ERNV makes this technique
preferable compared with echocardiography for large
patient groups (chemotherapy, treatment of multiple sclerosis, etc.).
–

–
–

–

–

–

–

Dilated cardiomyopathy caused by cytotoxic cardiotoxicity ERNV is the method preferred in the special
category of patients with risk of dilated cardiomyopathy
caused by cardiotoxicity of cytotoxic drugs (doxorubicin, trastuzimab, etc.). After chemotherapy with these
agents, a (cumulative) dose-dependent depression of
LVEF and progressive heart failure may occur, usually
partly reversible if chemotherapy is interrupted [11, 12].
RV dysplasia. Arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia is characterised by RV dilatation and depressed
function and other markers of RV dysfunction [13].
Chagas’ myocarditis/cardiomyopathy. The disease is
characterised by severe LV dilatation and dysfunction,
and radionuclide assessment of LV function is often
indicated.
Aortic regurgitation. When LVEF falls below 55%,
prognosis becomes worse, and valve replacement needs
to be considered [14]. Initial and serial assessment of
LV and RV function by radionuclide imaging is
considered very useful.
Candidates for cardiac resynchronisation therapy. In
patients with reduced LVEF assessment of cardiac
dyssynchrony, both inter- and intra-ventricular dyssynchrony, including phase analysis, may be important for
evaluation for cardiac resynchronisation therapy (cf.
section 9 on physics and software, parametric images).
Candidates for and monitoring after heart transplantation.
Accurate determination of LVEF is used for determination of the right time for referral to heart transplantation
and for monitoring in post-transplant patients.
Candidates for lung transplantation. Knowledge of RV
dysfunction, including RVEF before lung transplantation, is an important parameter whether lung or heart–
lung transplantation should be done.

2. Radiopharmaceuticals: dosimetry
Introduction
Intravascular tracers, including 99mTc-labelled erythrocytes
(red blood cells, RBC) and 99mTc-labelled human serum
albumin (HSA), are used for radionuclide ventriculography
(RNV). First-pass (FP) RNV can be performed with many
other 99mTc-labelled radiopharmaceuticals. Cardiac functional imaging can also be performed during gated MPS

with the radiopharmaceuticals used and, preferably, with
the 99mTc-labelled perfusion tracers, although 201Tl-thallous
chloride can be used [15]. Finally, gated PET cardiac
imaging also allows evaluation of cardiac function.
99m

Tc-labelled erythrocytes

Radiolabelling procedures should follow the European
Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) guidelines on
current Good Radiopharmacy Practice (cGRPP) in the
Preparation of Radiopharmaceuticals.
Pre-tinning
Erythrocytes may be labelled with 99mTc by in vivo, in vitro
and combined in vivo/in vitro approaches [16–19]. The
advantages and disadvantages of three different approaches
are summarised in Table 2. The basic mechanism of the
labelling in all approaches is the same: The RBCs are “pretinned” by stannous (Sn2+) ions, which may be present in
different compounds, followed by addition of 99mTcpertechnetate after 10–30min. The stannous agent diffuses
into the cell and gets firmly bound to cellular components.
The pertechnetate diffuses freely across the cell membrane.
In the presence of Sn2+ in the cell, it is reduced and
subsequently binds to the beta chain of haemoglobin.
Because free Sn2+ ions are susceptible to hydrolysis and
precipitation at physiological pH, they will be rapidly
removed from the blood by the reticuloendothelial system.
The stannous agent is, therefore, usually in a complex of a
weak chelator, such as pyrophosphate or medronate, which
prevents hydrolysis [19, 20]. The amount of Sn2+ required
for optimal labelling is in the range of 0.03 to 0.15mg/ml of
blood or 10–20mg/kg body weight. Deviation from that
range may reduce labelling efficiency by up to 20% [21].
Labelling
In vivo labelling This approach is the simplest and least
time-consuming labelling technique. It involves an injection
of a reconstituted solution of a Sn2+ agent followed by
injection of sodium 99mTc-pertechnetate 20–30min later.
The major disadvantage of the in vivo technique is a
generally lower and more variable labelling efficiency. Low
labelling yields may be because of insufficient Sn2+
incorporation into the cell, low haemoglobin concentration
and/or low haematocrit. When pertechnetate is reduced
outside the RBC, it is not able to diffuse across the red cell
membrane, resulting in a high-background activity.
In vitro labelling This should be performed under strictly
aseptic conditions in a laminar airflow unit dedicated to cell
labelling. A small volume (1–10ml) of blood, anticoagu-
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Table 2 Radiopharmaceuticals
Labelling technique

Advantages

Disadvantages

Simple and rapid—no handling
of blood

Incomplete labelling; higher background activity in tissues; cannot be
used for volume determination; affected by haematocrit and
haemoglobin concentration
Involves handling of blood; requires more technical expertise; more
expensive and more time consuming
Less efficient than in vitro labelling without the washing step; involves
some handling of blood

99m

Tc-labelled RBC
In vivo labelling

In vitro labelling

Highest labelling efficiency
and stability
In vivo/in vitro
Less cumbersome than
labelling
in vitro labelling
99m
Tc-labelled human serum albumin (HSA)
Commercial kit
Simple and rapid; single injection; no
handling of blood

Some of the 99mTc is cleared from circulation; cannot be used for
volume determination; HSA is less stable in vivo as intravascular
tracer (significant problem with LVEF monitoring over hours, etc.)

Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of radiopharmaceuticals used for RNV. For the explanation of the abbreviations, see abbreviation
list (before Section 1).

lated with heparin or acid citrate dextrose (ACD) solutions
but not with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) or
oxalate, is incubated with an aliquot of a reconstituted Sn2+
agent (1–50μg) for 5–10min in a closed vial to avoid
exposure to atmospheric oxygen. When stannous citrate is
used for pre-tinning of the RBCs (e.g. UltraTag [17]), the
incubation is followed by the addition of 0.1% sodium
hypochlorite and ACD solution, which results in oxidation
of any excess Sn2+ to Sn4+. In this case, free Sn in the
plasma may be removed as a Sn–citrate complex. After
incubation, the cells are separated by centrifugation, the
plasma is removed and the RBCs are incubated with 99mTcpertechnetate for 5–20min with occasional mixing. After
incubation, unbound activity is washed away by addition of
a few milliliters of saline and centrifugation. The supernatant is removed and the red cells resuspended in saline
before re-injection. With the Ultratag method, the centrifugation steps are not required [17].
In vitro labelling gives by far the highest labelling
efficiency and, over time, the most stable labelling.
Measurement of erythrocyte volume by in vitro labelled
RBCs with 99mTc gives values similar to labelling with the
gold standard 51Cr; this is not the case with the in vivo or in
vivo/in vitro method nor with 99mTc-labelled HSA (see
below), calculated from total blood volume and haematocrit. Therefore, determination of absolute LV volumes with
RNV must be performed using in vitro labelled RBCs.
In vivo/in vitro labelling The intravenous (i.v.) administration of a stannous agent is followed 15–30min later by
withdrawal of an aliquot (3–10ml) of pre-tinned blood
through a cannula into a shielded syringe containing an
anticoagulant (ACD or heparin) and the required amount
of 99mTc-pertechnetate. The blood is mixed with the
99m
Tc-pertechnetate and allowed to incubate for 10–
20min at room temperature with occasional mixing. The

unbound activity may be washed away by centrifugation
before reinjection via the same cannula. Alternatively, the
radiolabelled RBCs can be reinjected without the washing
step.
Administered activity The usual administered activity is
800MBq (range of 500–1,050MBq) for adult patients [22].
The activity for children may be adjusted according to body
weight, with a minimum activity of 80MBq to obtain
images of sufficient quality [23].
Administration The 99mTc-pertechnetate- or 99mTc-labelled
RBCs should be administered through a secure i.v. line in
accordance with local radiation protection practices. For
administration of Sn2+ compounds, use of a teflon catheter
or cannula should be avoided because the Sn2+ can react
with the catheter [24]. The stannous agent and 99mTcpertechnetate should not be given through the same cannula.
Drug interactions Patient medication can affect labelling of
RBCs. Drugs may interfere with stannous ions so that
stannous is not taken up by the cells, may affect the RBC
membrane or may affect the target of binding by reducing
the haematocrit and/or haemoglobin concentration. Reduction in RBC labelling yield has been reported with a
number of drugs, some of the clinically most significant
ones being anthracycline antineoplastics, e.g. doxorubicin
and epirubucine [25]. A number of other interactions have
been reported (for reviews, see [26, 27]).
Radiation dosimetry The radiation-absorbed doses to various organs in healthy subjects after administration of 99mTc
RBCs labelled in vivo or in vitro are given in ICRP 80 [28].
The effective dose after administration of 800MBq is
5.6mSv. The typical radiation absorbed doses for an adult
to the critical organs (adrenals, heart, kidneys, liver and
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spleen) are 8, 18, 14, 10 and 11mGy. For children, the
modification of the administered activity according to the
EANM dosage card assures an almost weight-independent
effective dose [23].

Breastfeeding There are no recommendations for cessation of
breastfeeding after administration of 99mTc-HSA [32]. However, as it is known that free pertechnetate does occur with
99m
Tc-HSA, in vitro labelled RBCs should be preferred.

Pregnancy A relative contraindication. Evaluation by other
techniques such as echocardiography or MRI is preferred.

Other radiopharmaceuticals

Breast feeding Breast feeding can be continued after in
vitro labelling. When using in vivo labelled RBCs, it is
considered necessary that breast-feeding be interrupted and
the expressed feeds discarded because of the presence of
free 99mTc-pertechnetate, which is present in plasma and
concentrated in the mammary gland [29–31]. Breastfeeding should be interrupted for 12–24h post-injection
[32, 33] until the radiation dose to the child will be <1mSv.
The total fractional activity ingested by the baby from in
vivo-labelled RBCs is estimated to be three to five times
higher than the activity in milk from in vitro labelling.

For ERNV-labelled erythrocytes, HSA are used, but for
first-pass radionuclide ventriculography (FPRNV), many
radiopharmaceuticals can be used including pertechnetate
or 99mTc-labelled diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid
(DTPA), sulphur colloid, sestamibi and tetrofosmin. 201Tlthallous chloride can be used in combination with MPS but
is less well suited. For PET, 13N-ammonia, 18F-FDG and
82
Rb may be used also for evaluation of systolic cardiac
function. For a discussion of tracers for perfusion imaging
with SPECT and PET, the reader is referred to the EANM/
ESC procedural guidelines for MPS [15].
Summary

99m

Tc-labelled human serum albumin

99m

Tc-HSA may be used as an alternative to radiolabelled
RBCs. HSA was labelled with 99mTc as early as 1966 [34].
99m
Tc-HSA is prepared from radiopharmaceutical kits
containing stannous ion as the reducing agent for 99mTc
[35, 36]. However, albumin escapes from the intravascular
space, and the 99mTc-binding is not very stable; therefore,
99m
Tc-HSA is inferior to 99mTc-labelled RBCs as a blood
pool imaging agent and should not be used for volume
determination or LVEF monitoring over hours.
Administered activity The usual administered activity is
800MBq (range of 370–925MBq) for an adult patient [22].
The activity for children may be adjusted according to body
weight, with a minimum activity of 80MBq to obtain
images of sufficient quality [23].
Drug interactions and side effects No interactions of drugs
or other forms of interaction with 99mTc-HSA have been
reported. After injection of 99mTc-HSA, very few and very
mild adverse effects have been observed [37].
Radiation dosimetry The radiation-absorbed doses to various organs after administration of 99mTc-HSA are found in
ICRP 80 [28]. The effective dose after administration of
800MBq is 4.9mSv. The typical radiation-absorbed doses
for an adult to the critical organs (adrenals, heart, kidneys,
liver and spleen) are 7, 16, 6, 6 and 11mGy, respectively.
Pregnancy A relative contraindication. Evaluation by other
techniques such as echocardiography or MRI is preferred.

In vivo and in vitro 99mTc-labelled erythrocytes, as well as
HSA, may be used for EF determination by ERNV, whereas
for the FP technique, almost any 99mTc-labelled tracer may
be used. For volume determination by ERNV, in vitrolabelled red cells are preferable. The administered activity
is usually 500–1,000MBq for adult patients. Pregnancy is a
relative contraindication. During lactation, only in vitrolabelled red cells should be used. LVEF can also be
measured by gated MPS or PET.

3. Acquisition of radionuclide ventriculography
and gated perfusion imaging
Introduction
Functional, radionuclide cardiac studies include several
techniques:
1. FPRNV also named FP radionuclide angiography
2. ERNV, also named equilibrium radionuclide angiography, multiple-gated acquisition scan or equilibrium
blood pool imaging
1.1. Planar ERNV
1.2. Tomographic ERNV
3. Gated myocardial perfusion scintigraphy (MPS), also
named gated myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) or
gated myocardial perfusion SPECT
4. Gated cardiac PET including gated perfusion and FDG
metabolic imaging
5. Non-imaging techniques
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ECG gating with R-wave triggering is a key point in all
those methods (with the exception of FP studies, which can
be acquired as a non-gated study).
First-pass radionuclide ventriculography
FP radionuclide ventriculography study comprises a short
sequence of cardiac cycles acquired during the transit of a
bolus through the heart. It provides high target to background ratio with temporal separation of the RV and LV, but
imaging is possible in only one projection. The quality of
FPRNV may be affected by many factors, regarding data
acquisition, as well as processing parameters.
Like other modalities addressing ventricular function,
FPRNV requires that the cardiac rhythm remains stable
during acquisition.
Radiopharmaceuticals FPRNV is achievable with many
compounds that do not undergo substantial first-pass
pulmonary uptake. Otherwise, only the RV can be assessed.
If a series of studies is required (stress/rest for example), the
tracer must be rapidly cleared from the blood pool (99mTcDTPA or -sulphur colloid). FPRNV can be performed just
before ERNV; acquisition is then performed during tracer
injection (99mTc-pertechnetate, labelled red cells or labelled
HSA, cf. Section 2 on radiopharmaceuticals). FPRNV is
also achievable with myocardial perfusion tracers such as
99m
Tc-sestamibi or 99mTc-tetrofosmin.
Image acquisition
Injection technique. The radionuclide bolus should be
injected rapidly using a large-gauge cannula in a proximal
vein (usually antecubital). A medial vein in the right arm is
preferred because venous return has the shortest and least
tortuous course to the right atrium, and the arm may be
abducted to straighten the veins [38]. Injection into a central
venous catheter should be avoided for RVEF determination,
as the bolus passage through the RV will then often include
less than four heartbeats. For LV evaluation, a central
venous catheter is well suited for tracer administration.
FPRNV requires a minimum activity amount of 700MBq,
and the bolus must be highly concentrated (<1ml) and
rapidly flushed by at least 10ml saline.

accurately define the cardiac chambers and the valve
planes, moving during the cardiac cycle [41].
Field-of-view and projections Immediately before camera
positioning, a small part of the activity amount can be
injected for correct positioning or a transmission can be
used to aid this process. Data acquisition is started just
before bolus injection and stopped after the transit of the
bolus through the heart. The matrix size should be 32 × 32
or 64 × 64pixels.
In the left anterior oblique (LAO) projection used for
ERNV, there is a significant overlap of the RV by the right
atrium, and therefore, FPRNV is considered superior for
RV EF calculation.
Optimal separation of the right atrium and RV is
achieved with the right anterior oblique (RAO) projection,
but the anterior projection may be preferred for assessing
both LV and RV function.
Acquisition protocol. FPRNV studies can be acquired
either in frame mode (with a frame time around 25–50ms)
or in list mode with post-acquisition reformatting. In list
mode, all detected counts are stored consecutively (with or
without ECG gating), cf. Section 9 on “Physics and
Software”. When ECG gating is performed, the quality of
the ECG signal should be checked to avoid the inclusion of
artefacts. A gated acquisition allows for the superimposition
of several sequential cycles and, thus, increases data density.
This superimposition may lead to a loss of temporal resolution
in frame mode, which can be obviated in list mode.
Quality control The quality of the bolus is crucial: The
time–activity curve (TAC) must be checked by drawing a
region of interest (ROI) over the superior vena cava; the
passage of the bolus should last 2–3s for a RV study,
less for an LV study [42]. A delayed or split bolus may
preclude accurate data processing. If the bolus is unsatisfactory, the study should not be further analysed. The enddiastolic frame of the representative cycle should have
more than 2,500 counts in the ventricular ROI [42]. A cine
display of the tracer transit should be examined for visual
inspection of the TAC of the RV and LV. To check patient
motion, during an exercise study, an external point source
may be used to aid in the registration of successive images.

Planar equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
Collimator A FP study requires a high-count rate. Some
prefer a high-sensitivity, parallel-hole collimator for
FPRNV studies, especially for LV studies [39, 40], whereas
others prefer, especially for RV studies, a general purpose
or even a high resolution, parallel-hole collimator to more

Image acquisition Acquisition is performed with a gamma
camera interfaced to a dedicated computer. Images may be
acquired with either a low-energy general-purpose or highresolution, parallel-hole collimator. Acquisition is usually
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performed in frame mode, but list mode, once popular, has
some advantages, cf. Section 9.
Acquisition parameters A minimum of 16 frames/R–R
interval are required for an accurate measurement of EF,
and R–R interval tolerance window should be set to 10–
20% (cf. Table 3). A higher framing rate (32–64 frames/R–
R) is preferred for the measurement of diastolic functional
parameters (see Section 8). It is generally recommended
that the heart occupies ~50% of the usable field-of-view.
Typical acquisitions should last for 10–15min. Supine
imaging is performed in the LAO view at 30–45° (“best
septal” for RV–LV separation). The angle often needs to be
altered in patients with congenital heart disease or rightsided overload. A caudal–cephalic tilting may help in
separating the LV from the left atrium. Other views
(Fig. 6, cf. Section 11 on “Report: display”) may be
relevant for assessing regional LV function: anterior view
(0 or 45° less than “best septal” view), a lateral view (left
cross-table lateral or 45° greater than “best septal” view, or
in the right-side down left lateral decubitus position).

Systolic function may also be evaluated after stress
with stress MPS, cf. below, giving important prognostic
information.
Stress types Different kinds of stress during imaging have
been used:
–

–
–

Stress studies
Exercise ERNV allows LVEF to be measured both rather
accurately and reproducibly during exercise, for comparison
with the rest [43]. It may be performed in the assessment of
CAD, myocardial disease or valvular heart disease. The
radioactive amount injected is similar to the amount used in a
resting ERNV study, although a larger activity amount may
be given to shorten acquisition times during exercise.

–

Supine ergometer exercise is the most convenient
form of stress, with the patient’s upper part of the
body stabilised with shoulder restraints and handgrips to minimise movement, but this position is not
always well tolerated for a longer duration. ECG and
blood pressure are monitored as for any exercise test.
Exercise usually commences at a workload of 25W,
increasing by 25W every 2–3min until the patient
reaches one of the standard exercise test end points.
Stationary bicycles are the standard means for
exerting physical exercise for nuclear imaging owing
to the limited motion of the chest during exercise
[43].
Upright ergometer exercise has been used in exercise
ERNV, but patient motion is very often a problem.
Pharmacological stress with a vasodilator or inotropic
drug has been used in patients unable to exercise but is
a rather poor substitute, and the test is best abandoned
[44, 45].
Immediate post-treadmill/post-ergometer imaging compared to rest imaging may give important information
about possible stunning. However, it does not necessarily disclose LV systolic failure during stress, as
LVEF tends to rebound back to or even above resting
levels on cessation of exercise [46].

Table 3 Scintillation camera components in relation to imaging techniques
FP RNV

Crystal

ERNV

MPS

Planar

SPECT
Single
crystal
2 or 3
LEHR/
LEGP
Not
required
≥16

2 or 3
LEHR/LEGP for
201
Tl
Not required

64×64

64×64

Heads
Collimator

Multi-crystal, singlecrystal
1
LEGP or LEHS

High count-rate capability

>150,000/s

Gates/cycle used for evaluation of systolic
function
Typical matrix size

16–32

Single
crystal
1
LEGP/
LEHR
Not
required
≥16

32×32 or 64×64

64×64

Single crystal

99m

TcLEGP for

≥8

Scintillation cameras: General recommendations for the different imaging techniques. For the explanation of the abbreviations, see abbreviation
list (before Section 1).
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Tomographic equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
The use of ECG-gated blood pool SPECT has recently
gained some popularity. In theory, the technique should
overcome the difficulties of planar RNV in the separation of
cardiac chambers because a complete tomographic data set
is acquired. Furthermore, it allows for simultaneous
evaluation RV and LV function and LV volumes without
any geometrical assumptions. Currently used acquisition
protocols are largely identical or strongly inspired by
protocols used for myocardial perfusion SPECT.

tightened down using straps and lashings. Studies in female
patients should be registered without wearing a bra. The
correct placement of the main detector to cover only the
centre of the LV cavity is assessed under gamma camera
control, placing a leaded target into the detector mount. The
target should be completely flat against the collimator face
and, if necessary, adjusted by moving it. It is important that
the patient is comfortable to reduce the risk of motion
artefacts. A second background detector is fixed at the right
side of the VEST garment.
Quality control

Image acquisition Tomographic RNV is most commonly
acquired with a two-headed gamma camera, collimator,
energy window, orbit, matrix size and zoom similar to
myocardial perfusion SPECT [15]. There are, however,
some differences: Gating and R–R interval tolerance
window should be set to 10–20%, similar to planar ERNV.
Sixteen frames/cycle are preferred to eight frames, which
may lead to overestimation of end-systolic counts and,
hence, underestimation of the EF values.

Gated myocardial perfusion SPECT and gated PET
The acquisition and reconstruction technique of gated
myocardial perfusion SPECT is described in detail in other
guidelines [15]. In Section 9, a few topics are discussed
more in detail: Frame numbers, including a summed,
“ungated image”, and reconstruction of gated perfusion
studies. Systolic function at rest is evaluated from a rest
MPS. In stress MPS, cardiac function is studied after stress,
which most often reflects the LV in “true rest”. However, in
severe cardiac failure or severe myocardial ischaemia, it
may represent some degree of stunning, which has
important prognostic information.
Radionuclide ventriculography with non-imaging systems
After 99mTc-labelling of the blood pool, LVEF can be
continuously monitored for several hours with non-imaging, commercially available, radiation detectors or probes.
For instrumentation characteristics, see Section 9 on
“Physics and Software”.
Data registration
At the conclusion of planar ERNV, five electrodes with
respective leads are placed on the patient’s chest (care should
be taken that the VEST garment does not impact electrodes).
It is important to confirm that the VEST is firmly placed on
the patient, as movement of the main detector may cause
serious errors in LVEF. The VEST garment is usually

At the end of recording, evaluation for technical adequacy
is performed:
–

–
–
–

Main detector position over the LV is assured by
repeating a gamma camera static image with the target
mounted again into the detector mount. Because of the
relatively iso-sensitive field-of-view of the detector,
movement of ≤1.2cm can be accepted [47].
Beats should be rejected when varying by >20% of the
average of the previous four cardiac cycles.
Detector motion can also be identified by abrupt
changes in TACs of LV and background counts.
The study is usually considered technically adequate if
the decay-corrected curve has <10% deviation from a
straight line [48].

Summary
For RVEF measurement, FPRNV is optimal, whereas
ERNV cannot be used. FPRNV is technically more
demanding than planar ERNV, which is the preferred
acquisition mode for LVEF measurement. FPRNV is best
performed in RAO projection, usually as a dynamic study
and, preferably, with R-wave triggering. For LVEF measurement, planar ERNV is acquired in the LAO projection
with “best septal separation” of the two ventricles and ECG
triggering with at least 16 frames per cycle. Other
projections for evaluation of regional left ventricular
function are optional in planar ERNV. Tomographic ERNV
is theoretically superior to planar ERNV but less validated,
and its clinical application is not yet settled.
Planar stress ERNV performed with best septal separation view requires a stable patient position and sufficient
counts for each stress level. Higher activity amounts than
injected for resting ERNV may be needed.
Gated myocardial perfusion SPECT is now very widely
used for comparison between post-stress and resting
systolic function and for relative LV volume determination.
A fixed number of accepted beats is important for good
functional imaging during MPS. The LVEF and volume
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determination is fairly accurate and reproducible. The lowframe number/cycle, often applied in MPS, may lead to
slight underestimation of LVEF (cf. Fig. 3 in Section 5) and
excludes diastolic evaluation.
Non-imaging systems can be used for LV ambulatory,
systolic and functional monitoring over hours.

4. Right ventricular ejection fraction
Introduction
RVEF has been examined with FP technique, with planar
ERNV and with tomographic ERNV. Perfusion imaging
can, generally, not be used.
First-pass study
Processing
RVEF is processed according to TAC, usually as a reframed
dataset, with frame time of 25–50ms. The ROI over the RVat
end-diastole is defined from the frames coincident with the
R-wave of the ECG or from the peaks of the TAC. The ROI
at end-systole is defined from the frames with lowest count
rates in the TAC. These two ROIs are the basis for RVEF
calculation. Background subtraction is not necessary [41].
It is often a challenge to include sufficient beats for the
analysis, as a rapid bolus passage through the ventricle may
critically reduce the counts accumulated in the RV ROI for
an accurate determination of RVEF. The later ascending
and early descending parts of the TAC from the RV ROI
should be used. The first part of the ascending curve and
the later part of the descending curve with significant
activity present in the lungs should be avoided [42].
Phase and amplitude images are of limited value but may
assist in the definition of the pulmonary valve plane. The
tricuspid valve plane moves significantly during RV
contraction and has to be defined separately in the enddiastolic and end-systolic images [41].
Interpretation
In addition, visual evaluation of a cine loop of the bolus
passage and the phase and amplitude images may assist in the
–
–
–

Assessment of chamber sizes
Detection of possible tricuspid regurgitation
Detection of possible intracardiac shunts.

Quality control The transit of the tracer through cardiac
chambers should be visually assessed as an endless loop

format. Evaluation is often hampered by limited number of
counts, limited spatial resolution and, usually, only one
projection (unless a two-headed camera is used).
Equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
This technique has been used in several studies. However,
the overlap between RV and the right atrium, which cannot
be avoided during imaging, makes the method less accurate
and can, therefore, not be recommended. RVEF values
obtained by ERNV and FP RNV do not differ in reference
populations (cf. Section 10 on “Reference values”).
Tomographic radionuclide ventriculography
As RVEF is of importance but cannot be reliably evaluated
by planar ERNV, tomography is especially interesting for
the evaluation of RV function. Reconstruction and processing is usually performed with commercially available
software packages. Commercially available programmes
for tomographic ERNV include QBS, BPSPECT, QUBE
and 4D-MSPECT. The programmes are semi-automatic or
fully automatic with variable options for manual intervention. In 20–50% of the cases, automatic processing may
need manual adjustments.
RVEF determination by tomographic ERNV is not so well
validated with currently available software programmes.
Comparison with FP RNV using QBS gave poor results in
one series [49]: There was a good correlation in another one;
however, 25% of patients were excluded [50]. With MRI,
acceptable accuracy was obtained with QBS, but FP RNV
was better [51]. In yet another study, the accuracy was good,
but only few patients were included [52]. Finally, comparison with a phantom showed good correlation [53], but the
value of comparison with a phantom is limited.
Summary
RVEF is best determined by FPRNV. Quality control of bolus
injection is important. Processing usually involves reframing
of a dynamic study based on R-wave-triggering signals.
Manual definition of RV ROIs in ED and ES is necessary,
whereas background subtraction is not needed with FPRNV.
Tomographic ERNV may be used as a less validated
alternative, whereas planar ERNV should not be used.

5. Left ventricular ejection fraction
Introduction
LVEF is by far the most important goal of all RNV
techniques. Until recently, planar ERNV has been the
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modality most widely evaluated. With the large body of
MPS studies now performed as gated MPS, the most
frequent radionuclide measurement of LVEF is performed
in relation to MPS and is also well validated. FP studies and
tomographic ERNV can be used but play a minor role for
LVEF determination.
First-pass study
Processing and interpretation Background subtraction is
necessary to remove scatter (spillover), approximately 20 to
30% during the LV phase [42]. Background can be
identified with a ROI defined immediately outside the
apical perimeter of the LV. TAC from cardiac cycles
containing the maximum activity are summed in phase as
for the RVEF measurement (cf. Section 4).

Planar equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
Processing
Ventricular and background ROIs are created, either
manually by the operator, with support of the cine loop
and phase image for an accurate definition of valvular
planes or automatically by the computer. Automatic
programmes, provided the acquisition data are appropriate
(projection separating RV from LV, counting statistics, etc.,
cf. sources of error below), only require a master ROI
drawn by the operator over the LV, which includes the
whole ventricle. Then, end diastolic (ED) and end systolic
(ES) ROIs, as well as a background ROI, are defined for
calculation of the LVEF and for a TAC showing emptying
and filling of the LV. The efficiency of automatic methods
is influenced by count statistics, target/background ratio,
wall motion (WM) and pixel size. When the automatic
definition fail in the accurate identification of LV contour or
in the background ROI position (e.g. with the inclusion of
Fig. 1 Parametric images from
radionuclide ventriculographic
studies obtained in a normal
subject (a) and in a patient with
severe left ventricular dysfunction (b)

Amplitude

spleen or descending activity in the aorta), it is possible in
most programmes to manually modify the computerdefined ROI. Parametric images (Figs. 1 and 2), such as
phase and amplitude images, may be useful for identification of the valve plane. For a better definition of cardiac
contour, a temporal smoothing and, e.g. a nine-point spatial
smoothing may be performed before processing. However,
the TAC is computed from the original data.
From the first derivative of the TAC, additional indices of
systolic function may be calculated: Peak ejection rate, the
minimum value of the first derivative in the systolic interval,
the corresponding time and the time-to-peak ejection rate can
also be also calculated. However, no documentation is available
demonstrating independent diagnostic or prognostic value.
Visual quality control
LVEF values provided by the automatic or manual
processing should be compared with a qualitative estimate
of global LV function: In case of discrepancies, reprocessing should be considered. The pattern of contraction of all
left ventricular segments should be assessed using the
cinematic display of each view and described using a
standard scoring system (normal, mild–moderate–severe
hypokinesia, akinesia and dyskinesia).
Sources of error
–
–

–

Adequate counts/frame? Inadequate labelling (cf. section 2) with a reduced target-to-background ratio.
Inadequate separation of the LV from other cardiac
chambers (RV, left atrium); inaccurate definition of the
LV ROI, either with the inclusion of non-LV regions or
the exclusion of LV activity, inclusion into the background ROI of activity from spleen or descending aorta?
Inadequate gating? An exceedingly high RR variability,
e.g. atrial fibrillation, could lead to an inaccurate
definition of the diastolic phase, or even to beat loss
Phase

Stroke

Normal

Severe LV dysfunction

EF

Paradox
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Normal

of agreement were wide [55]. Another study using MRI as
reference also found good agreement with LVEF determined by tomographic ERNV [56].
In conclusion, LVEF measured with tomographic ERNV
seems fairly accurate, compared with MRI as reference.
However, as planar ERNV is also accurate for LVEF and
much better validated, tomographic ERNV should be used
with caution, and planar ERNV, presently (2007), seems
preferable for clinical use.
Myocardial perfusion SPECT and PET and FDG imaging
Gated myocardial perfusion SPECT

LBBB
Fig. 2 Phase image and phase distribution histogram in a normal
patient (a) and in a patient with a left bundle branch block (LBBB) and
normal left ventricular ejection fraction (b). In both patients, the
standard deviations (SD) of ventricular phase distribution histogram
were below the upper normal limits, and the homogeneous colour of
the left and right ventricles also shows the absence of dyssynchronous
regions. In the patient with a left bundle brunch block, the left
ventricle activates after the right ventricle, as reflected by a right-toleft delay greater than 50 ms

when the RR variation is higher than the beat
acceptance window.
Tomographic equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
The use of tomographic ERNV for LVEF is possible.
However, in comparison with RVEF measurements, LVEF
measurements may be more easily and as reproducibly
obtained using other methods, including planar RNV.
Therefore, the advantage of tomographic ERNV for LVEF
lies mainly in the concomitantly acquired RV function.
The reconstruction and processing can be done using
commercially available software programmes, cf. the
section 4 of RV EF.
The performance of tomographic ERNV for LVEF has
been analysed in several studies. Comparison of the
commercially available software packages revealed acceptable agreement both among the methods and with planar
ERNV [54]. In general, the values for LVEF were
significantly higher than those obtained by planar ERNV
[54]. Validation of (planar and tomographic) ERNV should
mainly rely on comparison with MRI, considered the gold
standard for LVEF, but clinically often not useful from a
practical point of view. In a comparative study, the two
software programmes, BPSPECT and QBS, were compared
with MRI, and close agreement was found, although limits

MPS is now, in most places, performed in the gated mode.
After reconstruction and reorientation of the gated SPECT
projection data sets, fully automated algorithms maybe used
to quantify LVEF, LV EDV and ESV. Operator-dependent
quality control of automatic edge detection is obligatory, as
extracardiac structures adjacent to the myocardium or
nearly absent perfusion tracer uptake because of infarction
can often lead to inaccurate contour findings. In these cases,
the contours should be corrected. If not possible, LVEF
calculation should not be done.
Many different algorithms have been developed—the
most common, commercially available ones for LVEF
quantification are quantitative gated SPECT (QGS) [57],
4D-MSPECT [58] and Emory Cardiac Tool Box (ECTb)
[59]. A recent validation study of gated SPECT vs MRI for
LVEF showed correlation coefficients of 0.85 for the ECTb,
0.87 for 4D-MSPECT and 0.89 for QGS [60]. Despite the
good correlations with MRI, the gold standard for LVEF
determination, the mean LVEF values differ significantly
between the three algorithms, which impedes an interchangeable use. Therefore, local institution reference values
should be calculated whenever possible [60]. Use of
different acquisition and reconstruction parameters could
strongly influence LVEF quantification [61, 62]; e.g. eightframe data sets yield lower end diastolic volume (EDV),
higher end systolic volume (ESV) and lower LVEF values
as a consequence of lower temporal resolution compared to
16-frame sets (cf. Fig. 3).
Rest vs (post-)stress LVEF
A normal post-stress LVEF means normal LVEF both at
rest and after stress. However, post-stress LVEF might be
affected by ischaemic stunning or lingering hypercontractility [63], whereas EF determined after injection at rest
always represents true resting LVEF. It is now routine and
recommended to perform both rest and stress studies gated,
a decrease in LVEF from rest to stress, suggesting stunning
as an indirect marker of severe stress-induced ischaemia.
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Fig. 3 Eight-frames- (a), and
rebinned from sixteen-framegated SPECT data (b), evaluated
using QGS. The effects of the
lower temporal resolution are
seen in the lower end-diastolic
volume (EDV), higher end-systolic volume (ESV) and reduced
LVEF

It should be remembered that there is some observer
variation from stress to rest also in the same patient;
therefore, it is useful to determine the “intra-patient, interstudy” reproducibility of LVEF measurements in the
institution to decide when a fall in LVEF from post-stress
to rest LVEF is significant.

PET–CT is performed, the modality preferred for LVEF
determination may depend on local software development.
It is not yet possible to give any recommendation.
Non-imaging devices
Processing

Gated PET perfusion and metabolic imaging
As for gated perfusion SPECT studies, commercially
available software algorithms can be used to calculate LVEF
from gated PET. Recent validation studies have shown the
suitability of QGS and 4D-MSPECT for quantification of
LVEF from gated 18F-FDG PET with similar, if not better,
results (R = 0.90–0.96) as for the perfusion SPECT studies
[64, 65]. Also, gated PET perfusion studies can be used for
accurate LVEF determination, but commercial software
programmes are generally not available. If both FDG and
perfusion imaging have been performed, FDG imaging is
usually preferable for LVEF and volume determination. If

Radionuclide non-imaging systems do not permit absolute
measurements. Estimation of LV functional parameters is
based on a three-term Fourier analysis performed on each
averaged time-beat period, registering changes relative to
baseline. ED and ES counts are calculated as the inflection
points at which the first derivative curve change sign from
positive to negative and vice versa, likewise for peak
ejection and filling rates [66]. Fixed background correction
may be useful in stable physiologic states but is not always
reliable; e.g. when LV ED pressure is changing and
background count rate may increase. Thus, if monitored
background registered by the detector placed over the right
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lung does not change significantly during the period of
evaluation, the constant EF background correction can be
applied for analysis of the data throughout the period of
observation. On the other hand, variable background
correction should be applied when background changes
are detected through its monitoring. Increased distance in
certain patients (e.g. obese subjects, women with large
breasts and patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease) between the detector and LV may lead to LVEF
overestimation with fixed background correction.
Validation and interpretation
Accuracy and reproducibility of data have been validated in
comparison with conventional gamma cameras at rest and
during physical and mental stress, as well as during interventions [67–70]. The validation of LV function measurements to various different stimuli has been established, and
LV function responses during normal activities of daily life
have been defined [71]. Studies in patients undergoing
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty have been
performed for clinical validation of the system [72].
Changes in LVEF should be interpreted in accordance
with the type of activity being performed. Normal LVEF
responses to physical exercise are uniform, showing an
increase during exercise, but LVEF may decrease at peak
exercise. A decrease in LVEF is often seen in ambulatory
patients with known CAD during physical exercise but may
be elicited in healthy subjects [73]. Heart rate and blood
pressure changes should be considered when studying
LVEF responses [73], especially in patients with depressed
baseline systolic function [74]. The variability in LVEF
measurement with the commercially available Vest at rest
and exercise is £6%, a value similar to that obtained with
traditional radionuclide ventriculography [47, 71, 73].
Summary
LVEF measured by planar ERNV is most often done using
commercial software programmes that, after manual definition of the location of the LV, work rather automatically.
With the same software system, LVEF values are reproducible with fairly low intra- and inter-observer variations,
but differences in LVEF determination between different
programmes may be significant. Manual modifications of
the defined ROIs are occasionally necessary. LVEF measurement can also be achieved from FPRNV, sometimes
useful, as well as from tomographic ERNV. The use of
gated MPS is now the most frequently used radionuclide
technique, giving reproducible, maybe slightly underestimated, LVEF values. Gated cardiac PET can give the same
additional, valuable information on cardiac function as

MPS. Finally, reliable, ambulatory monitoring of LVEF over
hours can be accomplished using a non-imaging device. With
all the techniques, a regular ventricular rhythm is required.

6. Left ventricular volumes
Introduction
The measurement of absolute left ventricular volumes (LVV)
is possible both with the FPRNV and ERNV techniques, as
well as with gated MPS. There is limited documentation of
independent clinical value of measurement of these absolute
volumes. Measurement of relative volume changes in stress–
rest perfusion SPECT is simpler and may provide both
pathophysiological and prognostic information. Recent work
has shown the importance of measures such as post-stress
LVEF and ESV, as well as “transient ischaemic dilation”
(TID), which can be calculated from stress and rest LVV, as
prognostic indicators. A number of commercial packages are
available to calculate LVVs and other functional parameters
from tomographic ERNV or tomographic MPS.
Planar equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
The measurement of LVV by planar ERNV is compromised
by the difficulty in measuring a three-dimensional parameter using a two-dimensional imaging technique. A number
of methods for overcoming this limitation have been
proposed. Many of these require blood sampling [75] or
more invasive techniques such as thermodilution [76].
Techniques have also been developed using geometrical
methods. These include the use of semi-automated methods
based on empirically derived threshold values [77] or
theorems developed using reference volumes [78, 79]. All
of these techniques measure LVEDV and calculate the
LVESV from the measured LVEF. If it is necessary to use
planar ERNV, the count ratio technique of Massardo et al.
is recommended, as it has been shown to produce the most
reproducible measurements [80].
Tomographic equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography
The acquisition of ERNV data in tomographic mode
removes the limitations inherent with the planar technique.
However, it introduces other errors, such as non-uniform
attenuation, scatter and the partial volume effect, which
must be addressed if accurate quantification is to be
achieved. The numbers of comparative studies between the
available techniques are very limited. These have shown
the LVEF results from each software package to be
reproducible but not interchangeable [54]. The results for
LVV have been shown to be highly variable [54] with up
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to a 100% difference between different packages. The BP–
SPECT algorithm has been validated to a greater degree
than the others [81, 82] but has been shown to overestimate LVV in phantom experiments [82]. Until further
studies have been carried out validating LVV calculations
using a gold standard such as MRI, these results should be
treated with considerable caution for use in clinical
practice.
Gated myocardial perfusion SPECT
The availability of systems capable of carrying out gated
SPECT has increased greatly in recent years. The addition of
functional data, such as ESV, to the perfusion information
has been shown to improve risk stratification in patients with
ischaemic disease [9, 83]. As for tomographic ERNV, the
most complex task in quantification is the detection of the
ventricular edges. In this case, both the epicardial and
endocardial surfaces of the myocardium must be defined.
This is complicated by the thin myocardial walls, especially
at end-diastole, by the presence of perfusion defects and by
areas of high uptake in adjacent organs.
A number of commercial packages are available to
provide quantification of LVV from gated MPS. These
include QGS [57], ECTb [59], 4D-MSPECT [58] and MyoSPECT [84, 85]. These have taken a number of different
approaches to the task of myocardial edge detection. The
radial sampling of the myocardium has been carried out
using spherical sampling from the ventricular centre of
mass [57] or a hybrid of spherical and cylindrical sampling
[59]; see also Section 9 on “Physics and software”. Edges
have been detected using fixed threshold levels set on
asymmetric Gaussian functions [57], statistical analysis of
radial count profiles [84] and relaxation labelling [86].
Accuracy of left ventricular volumes
The validation of these packages has also generated a
considerable amount of work in recent years. A gold-standard
technique has been used with these in a number of studies
[59, 87–89]. It has generally been found that LVV
calculations show good agreement with techniques such as
thermodilution [87] and MRI [59, 89]. However, there
remain problems with the detection of ventricular edges in
the presence of large perfusion defects and high extracardiac
activity [88]. Comparative studies between the commercial
packages have also been carried out [60]. These have shown
that EDV and ESV values obtained from the packages agree
well with MRI over a wide range of volumes. Algorithminherent errors in volume calculation unfortunately preclude
interchangeable use of the packages [60]. The reliability of
relative volume changes in the same patient from rest to

stress is generally quite simple and has been documented to
be of clinical importance as mentioned above.
Influence of acquisition and processing parameters
The commercial packages will provide adequate results
with 99mTc and to some degree with 201Tl myocardial
perfusion data using standard stress or rest acquisition
protocols. Each package generally provides a recommended
protocol for the acquisition of data. The questions of 180
versus 360o acquisition and 8 or 16 frames/cycle tend to be
determined by practical imaging concerns. It has been
shown that 16 time-bin data provides more accurate
volumes [57], but the consequent increase in the counts
required may sometimes result in the imaging time longer
than the patient can comfortably tolerate.
Two other more subtle factors have been detected,
requiring some consideration:
–

–
–

The application of a Butterworth pre-filter rather than
the prescribed post-filter with the QGS package has
been shown to result in over-estimation of EDV and
ESV [62].
The reproducibility of volume results from QGS has
been shown to be highly dependent upon the count
levels in the reconstructed data [90].
This raises potential issues for sites where limited
activities are injected. A 400MBq limit (specified in the
UK) was shown to be inadequate for large patients, and
higher activity amounts have accordingly been recommended in the European guidelines on perfusion
imaging [15].

Summary
Ideally, planar techniques should be avoided. The choice
between the tomographic techniques will depend more on
departmental logistics. The MPS techniques have undergone rather rigorous assessment and are widely used
compared to the ERNV methods for volume determination.
In general, the MPS quantification packages produce fairly
robust results and will be the optimal choice, especially for
relative volume changes from rest to (post-)stress examinations. Transient ischaemic dilatation (TID) and other data
show important prognostic implications [91, 92]. However,
considerable work remains to be done regarding the exact
limits at which clinically significant information can be
derived. Therefore, unless users are prepared to generate
their own normal ranges using the local equipment and
patient population, these techniques should be used with
caution for clinical purposes. Furthermore, exercise, dobutamine and vasodilator stresses may not be comparable.
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7. Left ventricular regional function

&

Introduction
FP and planar ERNV are limited for accurate evaluation of
regional wall motion of the LV by showing only a twodimensional image. This limitation may be overcome by
tomographic techniques, but quantification algorithms are
not commercially available for any of the techniques. In
gated MPS, analysis of regional abnormalities has the
advantage compared with RNV techniques of including
both WM and wall thickening (WTh).
Regional wall motion of the RV cannot be determined by
any radionuclide techniques.
Planar radionuclide ventriculography
Assessment of the regional ventricular WM should begin
with a visual qualitative assessment of the dynamic images
as a cinematic loop in all three standard views. Such a
review is also a quality control of the whole study.
&
&
&
&

WM is best evaluated with linear gray scale without
computer-derived edges [93].
WM evaluation with planar imaging needs three
projections (Fig. 4), yet some overlapping with other
cardiac chambers is a limitation.
Abnormalities of contraction should be described using
the conventional scoring system: normal WM, hypokinesia, akinesia, and dyskinesia [94].
If stress images are available, they should be compared
with the rest images, with both cine loops shown
simultaneously.

Fig. 4 Projections and nomenclature: schematic representation
of RNV projections and wall
nomenclature in LAO (1), anterior (2) and left lateral
projections

&

&

Principal components analysis is an alternative form of
assessing regional function, creating a visually more
pleasing motion image by reducing the appearance of
noise in the cine. However, the experience with this
technique is limited; it should, therefore, only be used
as a supplement to the standard cine loop assessment
[95]. For a more systematic evaluation of the LV
regional function, a supplemental, quantitative analysis
can be performed.
The LV can be divided into radial sectors by constructing radii from its centre, and each individual, regional
sector is associated with a TAC from which EF and
filling parameters can be derived.
Functional or parametric images can also be generated
(cf. Section 5 with Figs. 1 and 2 on LVEF and Section 9
on “Physics and software”). They are more sensitive for
the detection of abnormal WM and superior to visual
assessment of the raw data alone [96], and areas of
dyskinesia and akinesia are clearly distinguished from
normal contraction, but it may be difficult to discriminate hypokinesia from normal WM [97]. The smallest
amplitude is often observed at the base and the greatest
amplitude at the apex of the LV. The phase image
histogram of the LV should consist of a single narrow
peak, as all parts of the ventricle should contract with
the same timing.
Phase and amplitude images may be used to help to
define regional ventricular contraction abnormalities
and aneurysms caused by coronary disease, as well as
other cardiac diseases. Ischaemic myocardium typically
has reduced, delayed or paradoxal contraction. These
regional abnormalities broaden the peak of the phase. In
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heart diseases characterised by diffusely impaired
contraction, such as non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy or
anthracycline toxicity, deterioration of contraction is
usually first noted in the apex region, commonly
described as an “apical lag”. Additionally paradoxical,
septal motion is often seen in patients with left bundle
branche block (LBBB) or after open-heart surgery [98].
In general, the phase image is more sensitive for
detecting abnormal function than methods looking only
at the extent of contraction [99, 100].

Tomographic radionuclide ventriculography
–

–

–

Firstly, a visual assessment of the extent of regional
WM should be obtained, preferably by displaying the
full set of tomograms in the three standard orientations.
Cinematographic loops’ display of long and short axis
is standard on most commercial computer systems as
part of gated SPECT software packages.
Additionally, software programmes create 3D-surface
shaded displays and/or volume-rendered displays in
which the end-diastolic cardiac silhouette is presented as
a ‘bird cage’, used as a fixed reference for WM assessment
(Fig. 3 in section on LVEF). These 3D images can be
displayed in multiple cardinal views or the user is
allowed to rotate the beating cine 3D display into any
angle for best assessment of a particular cardiac region.
Optionally, a semi-quantitative analysis of regional
function can be obtained by performing regional LVEF.
A polar map of regional EF can be constructed from
the set of short axis tomograms in a similar way as in
planar RNV, and quantitative regional EF values of all
LV segments are displayed in one image.

Gated myocardial perfusion SPECT
An increasingly popular technique for the assessment of
regional function is gated MPS, which allows simultaneous
assessment of myocardial perfusion and function in the same
segments. An important advantage of gated MPS compared to
FP and ERNV is that the former provides information not only
on regional WM but additional information on WTh, which
can help distinguish contraction from translation and rotation.
Moreover, knowledge of regional function improves specificity and confidence in the evaluation of the perfusion data by
allowing distinction between true abnormalities and attenuation artefacts. Furthermore, evaluation of regional ventricular
function by gated MPS can be a valuable tool for assessment
of potentially reversible systolic dysfunction and adds
prognostic information above that obtained from the perfusion
data alone. However, it should be remembered that preserved

WM/WTh in an apparent, stress-induced perfusion defect
does not prove the perfusion defect to be an artefact, as the
functional parameters (WM and WTh) reflect cardiac function
during imaging, whereas the myocardial 99mTc tracer uptake
reflects the perfusion just after tracer injection.
1. A visual qualitative assessment of the regional
ventricular WM is made by displaying the dynamic
images as a cinematic loop in all three standard
views. Such a review is also a quality control of the
whole study.
2. WM should best be evaluated in grey scale without
computer-derived edges using the conventional scoring system (normal WM, hypokinesia, akinesia and
dyskinesia). Computer-generated contours can be
helpful, but they should not be used as sole
determinant of WM [93].
3. If stress images are available, they should be compared
with the rest of the images, with both cine loops shown
simultaneously.
4. WTh is related to the increase in counts from
diastole to systole and is best evaluated in a
continuous colour scale without computer-derived
edges. As with the WM, computer-generated contours can be helpful but should not be used as sole
determinant of WTh.
5. It is commonly accepted that WM and WTh may be
incorporated into a single qualification while noting the
discordance between motion and thickening when it
occurs. WM and thickening are generally concordant.
The main exceptions include [101]
1.1. Previous coronary bypass surgery.
1.2. RV overload. WM in the septum is decreased,
whereas WTh is preserved.
1.3. LBBB.
1.4. In the presence of large infarcts, reduced or absent
motion but normal thickening can be observed in
adjacent, peri-infarct regions.
1.5. Preserved WM but reduced WTh can occur in an
abnormally perfused segment as a result of
passive inward motion of non-viable myocardium
(tethering) secondary to hypercontractility of
adjacent non-infarcted segments.
At the time of writing (2007), programmes that quantify
WM parameters in gated MPS have not been proven to be
more precise than conventional, visual analysis and cannot
be recommended for use in clinical practice.
Summary
In addition to global LV function, planar ERNV can be a
useful tool for the assessment of regional ventricular
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function but is limited by the 2D mode. Tomographic
ERNV circumvents this limitation, but documentation of
the additional benefit compared to planar ERNV is not yet
available. Gated MPS is an obvious way of assessing
regional LV function along with perfusion within a single
study. Compared with perfusion data alone, it offers
additional, clinically valuable, diagnostic and prognostic
information with enhanced confidence in the interpretation
of MPS data. Software for absolute quantification, although
desirable, is not yet commercially available.

–
–

Parameters measured and image analysis
The radionuclide measurement of diastolic filling is derived
from the LV TAC, which closely approximates LV cavity
volume as it varies throughout the cardiac cycle. Diastolic
filling parameters derived by ERNV include [95, 103, 104]
–

8. Left ventricular diastolic function
Introduction
Patients with heart failure and preserved LV systolic
function may have significant abnormalities in diastolic
function, a condition called diastolic heart failure, which
include (1) signs or symptoms of congestive heart failure,
(2) normal or mildly abnormal systolic LV function and (3)
evidence of diastolic LV dysfunction [102]. It is reported to
be particularly frequent in elderly, hypertensive and/or
diabetic patients with chronic heart failure, as well as in
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. The definition and clinical
value of the diagnosis of diastolic failure are debated in the
literature. Planar ERNV is the only radionuclide technique,
which has been validated for the assessment of diastolic
function. Evaluation of diastolic function with tomography
should not be undertaken, as the frame rate in SPECT
imaging is usually too low (<32 frames/cycle).

Well-defined systolic trough.
End-diastole: cps at the beginning of TAC = cps at end
of TAC.

–
–

PFR Peak filling rate, i.e. greatest filling rate in early
diastole
PFRSV PFR normalised to stroke volume
TPFR Time-to-peak filling rate

Interpretation
Diastole can be divided into four phases: isovolumic
relaxation, rapid early mitral inflow, diastasis and atrial
systole. The interpretation of the diastolic filling portion of
the LV TAC depends on both qualitative and quantitative
assessment of the TAC. Qualitative analysis of the shape of
the curve is frequently sufficient to detect gross abnormalities of diastolic filling, as quantitative results vary
considerably from laboratory to laboratory [105]. An
increase in the atrial contribution to filling associated with
a variable decrease in the early PFR is typical of both
normal aging and hypertension [106]. Prolongation of
isovolumic relaxation is typical of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and delayed and decreased rapid filling is typical of
CAD [107].

Quality control
Summary
A critical determinant of the quality of the images for LV
diastolic function evaluation is the count statistics of the ERNV
images (in each frame and in the entire study). To describe LV
diastolic filling accurately, a more complete assessment of the
TAC is required than is used for LVEF determination. Thus,
variability in the heart rate and, subsequently, in diastolic time,
makes it difficult to record events in late diastole. Assessment
of the adequacy of the R-wave trigger before the acquisition
should be performed, including visualisation of the beating
heart. Backward gating, if available, rather than forward gating
is to be preferred for evaluation of diastolic function, cf.
Section 9 on “Physics and software”. The parameters to be
controlled are summarised below:
–
–
–
–

Frame rate of <30ms frame duration or ≥32 frames/cycle.
R–R interval tolerance of ±10%.
Per cent accepted beats of >90%.
After acquisition, drop-off in the end of cine loop
should be minimal.

Planar ERNV is the only validated radionuclide imaging
technique for evaluation of diastolic function. It is
important to use high amounts of activity, a frame duration
of ≤30ms and low R–R interval tolerance, and still get a
high number of accepted beats. Diastolic function may be
expressed as PFR, PFRSV or TPFR. Documentation of the
clinical value of diastolic function in addition to the
parameters obtained for systolic function is limited.

9. Physics and software
Introduction
Nuclear cardiology functional studies are performed using
–
–

Scintillation cameras (single and multicrystal cameras)
PET scanners
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–
–

CT scanners (low-dose and multislice (4, 8, 16, 32, 64
and 256 slice scanners) in combination with SPECT
and PET
Non-imaging systems

This section will discuss certain hardware and software
aspects of the use of scintillation cameras and non-imaging
devices related to functional cardiac evaluation, whereas the
hardware and software of PET and CT scanners are beyond
the scope of this section.

pinhole collimators) have their advantages and disadvantages, and may be preferred for certain examinations. The
parallel slant hole collimator [108, 109], with holes having
a caudal tilt, enables imaging of the heart from an oblique
angle in the cranio-caudal direction. This allows for better
separation of the LV from the left atrium. No clinical data
are available that shows whether this translates into a more
accurate quantification of left-ventricular function with
ERNV; therefore, this collimator has not attained widespread clinical use.

Scintillation cameras and collimators
Study acquisition parameters
Gamma camera types Different kinds of scintillation
cameras can be used for functional nuclear imaging. The
cameras may accommodate a different set of performance
parameters for the different imaging techniques (Table 3).
For FP studies, it is paramount to obtain a sufficient
count rate (>150,000 accepted cps) for adequate quantification of the heart function. This requires a camera system
capable of processing such a high count rate, much higher
than needed for equilibrium RNV or gated MPS.
Detectors and rotation during SPECT A single head camera is
adequate for FP and planar ERNV imaging. For tomographic functional imaging, usually a two- or three-head
camera is needed to limit total acquisition time and, by this,
avoid patient motion during acquisition. With a dual-head
system, normally, either a fixed 90° head configuration or a
variable head configuration set to 90° is used to allow for
tomographic 180° imaging. Projections may be acquired
from a semi-circle with only a 90° rotation of the dual-head
configuration, resulting in an increasing imaging speed.
Crystals Most cameras use a NaI (Tl) crystal design with 3/
8-in. crystal thickness. Multicrystal NaI (Tl) cameras were
built for high count-rate first-pass imaging. Scintillation
cameras doubling as coincidence cameras for positron
emission imaging usually utilise thicker crystals (up to
1in.) to accommodate for 511 keV photons in addition to
the lower energy 201Tl or 99mTc photons.
All crystal designs are capable of producing good quality
images suitable for analysis of LV function.
Collimators Most often, parallel-hole collimators are used
for cardiac imaging. For this collimator type, holes are
oriented perpendicularly to the detector head without any
tilt with respect to the detector surface and without any
variation over the surface area. The most commonly used
collimator is the low-energy, general purpose (LEGP) type
(also named low-energy, all-purpose, LEAP). Other collimator types (low-energy, high-sensitivity, LEHS; lowenergy, high-resolution, LEHR; converging, diverging and

Frame mode and list mode
Nearly all equilibrium studies are acquired in a frame-based
mode where the operator specifies the acquisition parameters before the actual scan. In a list mode acquisition, the
detected events are stored individually with information
about time and position on the detector, and potentially,
also the energy of the event intact. This retains all
information of the scan and leaves a maximal freedom for
the subsequent analysis in that frame definition can be
performed after the scan. List mode acquisitions were
popular in the 1980s but have a disadvantage in the very
large amount of data produced with subsequently more
expensive storage requirements. This problem has disappeared with the fast progression of computer technology.
So far (2007), list mode acquisition has, however, not yet
again seen widespread implementation.
Rotation orbit in tomography
Projection data acquired from a full 360° orbit or from a
reduced 180° orbit can be used for SPECT imaging of the
heart. The 180° orbit is chosen to range from the right
anterior oblique (RAO) to the left posterior oblique (LPO)
positions because, here, the heart is relatively close to the
detector and the photon attenuation is reduced as compared
to the right lateral and posterior positions. For a two-headed
camera in a 90° configuration, the detector setup has to
rotate only 90° to cover a 180° orbit, thus, reducing
acquisition time. For a three-head camera with an angle of
120° between each pair of heads, a complete 360° orbit is
covered by rotation of only 120°.
Image acquisition with a 180° orbit may lead to
increased image inhomogeinity when compared to acquisition with a full 360° orbit [110]. Likewise, the use of an
elliptical or body-countour orbit may lead to a small
difference in image quality compared to a circular orbit,
as the resolution of projection images used for reconstruction differ, dependent on the detector–heart distance. This is
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counterbalance by less imaging time (less risk of patient
motion) and better sensitivity, respectively, associated with
these orbit definitions. No consensus has been reached as to
the preferred orbit, and each choice is deemed appropriate.
No important differences in quality have been demonstrated
for operation in step-and-shoot mode vs continuous motion
rotation of the camera heads.
Equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography during exercise
Planar ERNV can also be performed during exercise. As a
maximum level of exercise cannot be maintained for long,
tomographic ERNV is not suited for exercise imaging.
(tomographic stress MPS does not show cardiac function
during but after the stress test, cf. Section 3 on “Acquisition
of radionuclide ventriculagraphy”). Stationary bicycles are
the standard tool for exerting physical exercise for nuclear
imaging, owing to the limited motion of the chest during
bicycle exercise [43]. Exercise in a supine position is not
always well tolerated for a longer duration so that exercise
in an upright or semi-upright position is often advantageous, if not precluded by camera design. Nevertheless, the
number of acquired counts during the state of maximal
exercise is often limited, and motion can occur, giving less
exact quantification of LVEF compared to rest imaging.
Treadmill exercise cannot be recommended for ERNV
because of motion artefacts. Treadmill exercise may be
adequate for first-pass imaging in many cases, provided that
motion compensation schemes are employed (e.g. by using
a fiducial marker attached to the patient’s chest) [111].
Attenuation and scatter compensation in SPECT
The use of attenuation compensation (often together with
“scatter correction”) for MPS can help to resolve ambiguities
in measured regional tracer uptake (hypoperfusion vs
attenuation), especially in the inferior wall. For attenuation,
compensation systems used in clinical routine imaging
require an auxiliary transmission scan with a radiation source
of known activity outside of the patient, either by an external
rod or flood source filled with a photon-emitting isotope
[112–114] or an X-ray tube with an opposing detector that
form a CT system [115, 116]. CT-derived attenuation maps
are less noisy than those derived from an external radiation
source; however, spatial and temporal coregistration may be
less than ideal because of respiratory, cardiac and patient
movement. Whereas a slow CT scan with a scan duration
long enough to provide a good average of respiratory and
cardiac motion is acceptable for cardiac SPECT studies, fast
CT under breath-holding conditions can lead to serious
quantification artifacts and cannot be recommended without
adequate compensation schemes (not commercially available at the time of writing). All implementations of SPECT

attenuation compensation are elaborate and can lead to new
inaccuracies. Therefore, both compensated and non-compensated images should be evaluated for clinical perfusion
studies. However, the impact of attenuation-scatter compensation on the quantification of left-ventricular function is
limited. If in doubt, the non-compensated images can
always be used for functional analysis and compared to
normal values obtained in this way. All, commercially
available, software programmes use non-corrected images. It
is generally recognised that attenuation compensation
should be accompanied by scatter compensation [15]. In
recent systems, the implementation of compensation for
collimator response function may improve spatial resolution
and make the determination of ventricle surfaces more
accurate because of the smoothing effect of the method.
Cardiac gating
Radionuclide ventriculography With the notable exception
of first-pass imaging [117] that can be performed with, as
well as without, gating, all other imaging techniques make
use of cardiac gating based on R-wave triggering of the
ECG. It should be remembered that the relationship
between electric excitation and heart contraction may be
abnormal (e.g. left-bundle branch block). Data are summarised in Table 4.
R–R interval tolerance and beat rejection The range of
accepted cycle lengths has to be defined to exclude data from
non-representative heart beats, e.g. from extrasystoles. Also
post-beat rejection can be done, as the ejection fraction from
the contraction after an extrasystole can be non-representative.
A range of the commonly used 20% means that all heart
cycles with a cycle length within a 90–110% interval of the
Table 4 Gating
Parameter

Comments

Electro-mechanical
dissociation
Forward gating
Backward gating
Number of frames/
cycle

Diastole: bundle branch block
Systole: not defined from ECG
Best for systolic evaluation
Best for diastolic evaluation
RNV: ≥16 frames for ejection fraction
RNV: ≥32 frames for diastolic function
MPS: ≥8 frames is acceptable, but LVEF
slightly underestimated if <16 frames
RNV: standard, ±10% of average interval,
may be increased with arrhythmias
MPS: standard, ±30% of average interval,
may be increased with arrythmias
MPS: If available, it may solve many
problems outlined above, but processing is
more time consuming

R-R interval
tolerance

List mode

Different methods of cardiac gating for different purposes
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average heart rate are accepted, allowing for the physiologic
variations of heart cycle duration.
Cardiac gating in ERNV is performed in three different ways:
–

–

–

–

Forward gating. The R wave is the starting signal, all
counts being registered thereafter and distributed into
gating intervals predefined from the mean heart cycle
length divided by the number of gates. The first gates
(systole) are relatively exact; the later gates (diastole)
less exact owing to changing cycle length.
Backward gating. The R-wave from the following heart
cycle is the reference point, counts being distributed
into the gating intervals going backwards in time. With
backward gating, the gating intervals during diastole
are more exact and less exact during systole.
Variable timing. With the “variable timing”, the interval
length can be calculated individually for every heart
cycle. This gating scheme allows for better timing of
both early and late gates but is rarely accessible in
commercial systems.
Acquisition in list mode is rarely possible but optimal,
as it not only allows for the generation of a non-gated
frame from all recorded events but also for an
acceptance window tailored to the particular patient
and the particular acquisition after the scan.

Myocardial perfusion scintigraphy The synchronised acquisition of SPECT data is usually obtained with 8 or 16
frames (cf. [15]). Although the EF is underestimated when
using 8 frames as compared to a 16-frame acquisition
(Fig. 3), the deviation is small (low single-digit EF points)
and consistent, so that 8-frame acquisition is considered
adequate when reference values are chosen accordingly. In
some cameras, the discarded counts are collected in a
separate frame so that a non-gated frame can be generated
from all detected events irrespective of gating. If not
available in the system, these 8 or 16 sets of projection
images are summed to obtain a single “ungated” projection
set. Thus, when using a summed-up projection set from
patients with severe arrhythmias, the perfusion information
can be based on a data set with reduced counts in some
steps of the rotation. Hence, a “time per projection” mode
should only be used when the camera system stores all data
for perfusion processing. Otherwise, a fixed number of
accepted cardiac cycles per projection must be acquired.

presentation in cine mode and simple tools for ROI analysis
to sophisticated programmes offering an almost automatic,
operator-independent, quantitative assessment of functional
parameters. Algorithms for quantification of parameters are
generally based on changes during the cardiac cycle in
counts or in geometry. The operator is left with the task of
quality control, occasional manual interaction and final
interpretation of the results.
Image presentation
Cardiac chambers
Planar imaging The acquired image frames can be displayed in cine-mode on the computer screen or as a time
series of images on paper or film. A linear grey scale map is
often adequate for image presentation, but a color map may
be useful, especially for phase and amplitude images.
Tomographic imaging The software offers the possibility to
display the projection data, usually in a cinematographic
way. These images are inspected mainly for the purpose of
quality control to exclude patient movement during the
scan, as well as other imaging errors. For further analysis,
tomographic images are derived from the projection data by
reconstruction. Several orientations are used.
The primarily reconstructed images are the so-called
–

Transaxial images orientated perpendicularly to the
long axis of the camera. They reflect the orientation of
the scanner and usually of the patient.
For clinical analysis, slices are generated by means of image
transformation from the transaxial slices by reangulation to
present data in relation to the orientation of the LV:
–
–
–

Vertical long axis slices of the LV going from the
anterior to the inferior wall
Short axis (SA) slices perpendicular to the long axis:
going from the apex to the base
Horizontal long axis slices perpendicular to the SA,
going from the septal to the lateral wall

Algorithms have been developed and validated for automated, operator-independent reangulation of the LV [118,
119]. In addition to increasing the time efficiency of the
analysis, it also decreases operator dependency. Software is
usually also available for operator-dependent, manual reangulation. Inadequate reangulation can lead to serious artifacts.

Image analysis parameters
Time–activity curves
A large number of computer programmes have been
developed for analysis of cardiac function in nuclear
cardiology, ranging from simple programmes for image

Change of activity over time within one ROI, e.g. left
ventricular cavity, reveals parameters of cardiac function
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both for FPRNV and planar ERNV. Analysis software
regularly provides the option to specify a closed contour on
one or several images enclosing the ROI. The contour can
be a geometric shape, such as a rectangular box or a circle,
where the operator only has to specify the centre and radius,
or a free-form closed figure. Instead of using the TAC
directly for analysis, often, a substitute curve is used that
approximates the TAC closely. The substitute curve can be
a single, analytical function for the whole TAC; it can be
composed of separate functions for distinct intervals of the
whole TAC or it can be locally defined on a sliding scale
that takes into account the central and several neigbouring
points. There is no general consensus as to what interpolation scheme is optimal.
Parametric images
In parametric images (Figs. 1, 2 and 3 in Section 5), each
pixel is the result of a mathematical operation involving the
acquired (background-corrected) image data. The parametric images used for functional nuclear cardiology are used
to depict certain features within the image series that are not
obvious in a cinematographic display of the original
images. A variety of parameters may be used:
–

Stroke volume image. Pixel-wise subtraction of ES
from ED images
– Regional EF image. Pixel-wise division of stroke
volume image by ED image
– Paradox image. A pixel-wise subtraction of ED from
ES image with negative values then set to zero
– Phase analysis image. Regional differences are
depicted in the timing relationship of contraction
(asynchrony). The phase is displayed as a parametric
image with pixels with low amplitude blacked out.
In normal subjects, phase values over the right and left
ventricles are similar, and the ventricular phase histogram
consists of a single narrow peak, with the RV mean phase
occurring slightly earlier than the mean LV phase. In
patients with right bundle branch block, the RV mean phase
occurs after the LV one, with a delay between the ventricles
generally not as large as that seen in LBBB, where the LV
mean phase occurs significantly later than the RV mean
phase. Myocardial ischaemia, fibrosis or conduction disturbances may broaden the phase histogram, as reflected in
a higher SD, and may be implicated in delayed contraction.
The atrial chambers, as expected, had a sine-like behaviour
instead of the cosine-like behaviour of the ventricles, giving
approximately a 180° phase difference between the atria
and the ventricles (Fig. 2).
–

Amplitude images can be displayed as a parametric image
and offers information similar to the regional stroke

volume image as defined above but with a pixel-wise
instead of a global timing of ED and ES states [120, 121].
Software features of radionuclide ventriculography
Ejection fraction
The most important goal for functional cardiac imaging is
EF measurements. EF can be calculated from the counts in
ED and ES as

EF ¼

CountsED  CountsES
CountsED

First-pass radionuclide ventriculography Software must
offer cinematographic view capability, as well as ROI and
TAC analysis capability. The relevant part of the TAC for
RV or LV, supported by cinematographic images, is then
reframed to an average cardiac cycle, covering 4–10 beats,
less beats for RV than for LV. The reframing is either
performed by an automatic programme based on the Rtrigger signals or based on manually detected peaks in the
TAC. The further analysis follows more or less the ERNV
analysis, with automatic or more manual definition of the
ED and ES images from the images, often presented in a
cinematographic mode.
Planar equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography Software must offer cinematographic display of acquired
images and the possibility to do ROI and TAC analysis.
Software may provide semi-automatic or automatic ROI
contours. The background ROI is placed near to the
ventricular activity, if possible, within the LV cavity during
ED but outside the ROI of the LV in ES, ES count rate in
this background ROI being used for background compensation. Regional systolic and diastolic wall motion can be
evaluated.
Tomographic ERNV A reconstruction of the SPECT projection data is necessary to obtain tomographic images. The
historic standard method is the filtered back-projection, but
this method is being replaced by newer and more
computationally intensive iterative reconstruction methods.
The basics of the reconstruction algorithms used for
functional cardiac imaging with SPECT do not differ from
perfusion imaging (detailed description in [15]). Theoretically, tomographic ERNV allows for better separation of the
cavities as compared to planar RNV. This should be
especially advantageous for the analysis of RV function
and LV volume determination; see below. Geometry based
algorithms for the analysis of EF and volumes, as well as
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wall motion, are adequate for tomographic ERNV, as the
complete ventricular surface is shown, and therefore, no
(geometric) assumptions have to be made. Automated
software algorithms have been developed for automatic
detection of the endocardial contours, allowing for timeefficient analysis [122–124]. Documentation for better
determination of EF values compared to conventional
methods (RVEF with FP and LVEF with planar ERNV)
is, however, not available.

Cardiac volumes



TC
 Apix
MPC

2=3

LV ESV is calculated from EDV and EF.
Regional wall motion
The analysis of regional WM is restricted to the areas of the
myocardial wall visible in the acquired views. Visual
analysis, as well as quantitative analysis of WM from ED
to ES, can be performed. For quantitative analysis, the
difference in the location of the endocardium in ED and ES
along a chosen ray (assumed direction of movement) can be
determined where the ray is defined according to a model
of myocardial motion. Different models of motion have
been created such as
–
–
–

Resting and exercise ERNV acquisitions can be analysed
for regional left ventricular systolic function. Assessment
of regional function is limited during exercise by the
presence of only one projection and rather low counts per
study. In a healthy individual, LVEF will typically
increase during exercise, cf. Section 10 on “Reference
values”.
Software features of gated myocardial perfusion SPECT

LV EDV can be calculated by measuring the counts within
the ventricular cavity corrected by attenuation and the
distance from ventricle to detector in relation to blood
activity from a blood sample [125]. An alternative method
is to derive EDV without a blood sample from the ratio of
total counts within the cavity (TC) and the maximum pixel
count (MPC) together with the area of this pixel (Apix)
according to Massardo et al. [79]:
EDV ¼ 1:38 

Stress equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography: ejection
fraction and wall motion

Motion towards a single point (WM is assumed to be
directed towards a single point within the cavity)
Motion towards the ventricle’s long axis (motion within
the depicted plane is assumed to be directed towards
this long axis)
Centreline motion (the direction of motion is deduced
locally from the ED and ES endocardial contours; the
direction of motion is assumed to be perpendicular to a
virtual centreline contour lying between the ED and ES
endocardial contours so that the distance between the
ED contour and centreline contours along this ray is
identical to the distance between ES and centreline
contours).

General considerations Functional analysis from perfusion
imaging is limited to the LV. Owing to the thin wall,
assessment of the RV from perfusion imaging is generally
not possible.
The possibility to quantitatively assess LV function at
the same time as myocardial perfusion with little
additional effort is achieved by sophisticated computer
programmes based on automated segmentation of the LV
wall. User-interactive segmentation of the myocardium is
feasible, but its use in clinical routine is precluded by the
high time demand. The exact definitions of the endo- and
epicardial contours are not easily deducible from MPS by
visual analysis because of the limited resolution of the
SPECT methodology, as well as cardiac motion because
of respiration and cardiac contractions. Therefore, definition of the endo-/epicardial contours by manual “contour
tracing” is unreliable and characterised by poor reproducibility. Automated segmentation algorithms address
the problem of limited spatial resolution (partial volume
effect) and also have to account for defects in myocardial
tracer accumulation (perfusion abnormalities) and possible extracardiac activity (e.g. liver and intestinal hot
spots).
Several different algorithms for LV segmentation have
been developed and some are commercially available [57–
59, 126]. The different algorithms have been shown to yield
results that correlate closely with those of RNV, contrast
ventriculography, echocardiography and MRI for a large
range of ventricular sizes. The reproducibility is generally
high. They also correlate well with each other, but
limitations have to be accepted:
–
–
–

The results obtained by different algorithms are not
interchangeable.
LV cavity volumes may be underestimated for small
hearts and LVEF overestimated owing to partial
volume effect.
Large perfusion defects may hamper adequate quantification.
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Valve plane A correct calculation of LV volumes and EF
requires the specification of the basal limits of the LV
cavity or, in short, the valve plane. Definition of the valve
plane is not straightforward, as
–
–

–

A clear separation of the ventricular cavity from
inflow-/outflow tracts is anatomically not feasible.
Definition of the valve plane from MPS is hampered by
the fact that the tracer uptake in the basal part of the
septum (membranous portion) does not correspond to
the anatomic limit of the ventricle.
The position of the valve plane is not stable during the
cardiac contraction, the motion being closely correlated
to the LV EF.

Consequently, definitions of the valve plane from perfusion
imaging are approximative, and no consensus has been
reached as to the best valve-plane definition. Some software
solutions regard the valve plane as perpendicular to the
ventricle’s long axis; others allow for an oblique valve
plane; others, a partly perpendicular partly oblique valve
plane. The movement of the valve plane from ED to ES can
be restrained to physiologically feasible values in some
automated algorithms.
Endocardial/epicardial contours and regional wall
motion Because of the limited spatial resolution and
frequent regional perfusion defects, a simple local edge
detection technique is not adequate for the definition of
endo-/epicardial contours from gated MPS images. Instead,
most methods combine local count information with
information about neigbouring tissue and assumptions
about shape and properties of the myocardial wall.
General concepts often used
–

–

Radial sampling. Data can be represented in a suitable
sampling scheme, where all data are defined on rays
that emanate from within the cavity and cross the
myocardial wall nearly perpendicularly and nowhere
oriented tangentially to the myocardial wall. One
sampling scheme models the heart as a hemisphere in
the apex and a cylinder in the midventricular and basal
portions of the heart; the sampling rays emenate from
the centre of the sphere or the long axis of the cylinder,
respectively. In another scheme, the rays are oriented
perpendicularly to an ellipsoid aligned along the left
ventricular long axis.
Profile fitting. A first local estimate of the wall position
can be achieved by fitting a Gaussian curve to the activity
profile along a ray across the myocardial wall. Information
can be deduced from both the position of the maximum

–

–

and the width of the curve. However, this curve fitting
cannot be expected to be correct in areas with perfusion
defects, so that further processing steps are needed.
Surface interpolation and fitting. A first estimate of
local endo- and epicardial positions can be further
refined by taking neighbouring areas into account to
smooth the estimated heart contour and to bridge local
defects. Both interpolation and model-based cost
functions are used for this purpose. The different
algorithms differ considerably.
Myocardial volume correction. The fact that the total
myocardial volume does not change during contraction
can be used to achieve a better estimate of wall
thickness in the gated images. Total myocardial volume
measured in one frame can be used as a constraint for
contour detection in other frames.

There is no general consensus about which approach is
the best. All well-validated methods can be used as long as
method-specific reference values are used and limitations
are recognised.
Wall thickening
The low resolution of the SPECT technique compared to
the LV wall thickness leads to a partial volume effect that
can be utilised to measure regional, systolic WTh nongeometrically using a count-based approach. For a wall
thickness less than about twice the spatial resolution of the
camera, the regional myocardial activity is not fully
recovered in the reconstructed SPECT images. Furthermore, the degree of recovery depends almost linearly on the
wall thickness. In the case of gated myocardial SPECT with
a typical resolution of 10–20mm (FWHM) and a physiological wall thickness of up to 20mm during systole, this
means that systolic WTh translates into an increase of
measured activity during systolic movement, which can be
easily visualised or quantified from gated SPECT images.
Software features of non-imaging devices
The number of photons emitted from a 99mTc-labelled
intravascular radiopharmaceutical within the LV is proportional to the LV volume. This effect can be utilised for
measurement of LVEF and relative volume changes with
non-imaging devices (cf. Section 3 on “Acquisition of
radionuclide ventriculography”).
Data analysis
The nuclear data consist of sequential gamma counts of LV
activity sampled approximately 30 times per second. Data
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are processed and displayed using software provided by the
manufacturer. It is possible to perform averaged summation
or single-beat calculations of the gated radionuclide study.
Usually, nuclear data obtained in each 10-s to 2-min periods
are averaged and gated to reduce the effect of statistical
noise and respiratory-induced changes in LV function [48,
73]. A background factor is determined by adjusting the
LVEF to that obtained with ERNV. This background value
is then applied for the remainder of each individual’s data
analysis. The use of fixed 70% background subtraction can
be applied alternatively [47, 71].

10. Reference values
Introduction
Reference values are indispensable in the evaluation of
cardiac function. Few laboratories have developed their own
reference values with their own equipment; reference values
from the literature are, therefore, used in most centres.
However, it must be kept in mind that reference values of
cardiac function derived using nuclear methods may vary
with the methods used for the acquisition and the software
programme used for analysis. Reference values from the
literature can, therefore, only be regarded as suggested
reference values. The physiological state of the patient at
the time of acquisition such as rest or post-stress after
different types of stress may also influence the results.
Reference values are based on subjects with sinus rhythm.
LVEF can be determined, although with less accuracy, in
fairly regular arrhythmias, but in more irregular arrhythmias,
EF and volume determination become meaningless, as the
values vary so markedly from beat to beat. Furthermore,
populations from which the reference data are derived may
vary: Some include patients with normal outcome of a
nuclear cardiology study and otherwise low likelihood of
coronary/cardiac disease; some include subjects recruited as
healthy volunteers. The sizes of the reference populations are
often quite small, accordingly reducing the usefulness of
factors like gender and age when defining normal ranges.
Variations in reference values of cardiac volumes will be
reduced by normalisation to body surface area (BSA)
calculated from the subject’s height and weight, the socalled index values (CI, SVI, LVEDVI and LVESVI).
Hence, the usefulness of comparison with index values is
generally to be preferred to absolute volumes, although
index normalisation may be of limited value if the BSA of
the patient examined is very low or very high. EF values
are independent of BSA.
For evaluation of changes in the same patient (e.g. day-today or stress–rest) intra- and inter-day variations should be
known. Such variations must be determined locally to be

reliable, as they depend both on hardware and software
equipment and also include intra- and inter-observer variations.
In these guidelines, some of the most reliable reference
values are presented, but other reference values from the
literature, not presented here, may be more relevant for
some laboratories.
Right ventricular ejection fraction
As described above, under the specific methods (FP RNV,
planar and tomographic ERNV, and gated MPS), RVEF
values should be obtained by FP RNV rather than by planar
ERNV. Tomographic ERNV is theoretically also a good
technique but less validated. MPS cannot be used for RVEF
determination.
Pooled data from seven centres using FP technique and
seven centres using planar ERNV (Table 5) showed no
significant differences in mean reference values assessed by
FP technique or ERNV, but no intra-patient comparison
was available [127]. No significant differences were
observed for RVEF between women and men. According
to the authors, however, these groups were too small to
draw definite conclusions.
Left ventricular ejection fraction
Men vs women, age Significant differences in mean LVEF
values between women and men have been shown in several
studies. In the Dallas Heart Study, 1,435 women and 1,183 men
were examined with cMRI, and the normal lower limits for
women and men were found to be 61 and 55%, respectively
[128] (Table 5). The corresponding gated MPS values are
lower, but the differences between LVEF values for women
and men are the same [129–131]. A small, insignificant
difference in LVEF between women and men (65 vs 62%) has
been presented for RNV based on pooled data from different
centres [127]. LVEF values correlate only weakly with age,
and no age-adjustment can be recommended [128, 130].
Algorithms Different software has been used for the
quantification of gated MPS studies. The QGS method is
the method most widely used in studies giving reference
values. Several papers in the literature show comparisons
between LVEF by QGS based on eight-frame-gated MPS
examinations to the corresponding measurements with
cMRI, generally considered the gold standard for determining LVEF. These studies generally show an underestimation of LVEF by QGS. One study revealed an
underestimation by QGS of 7.4 LVEF% and an underestimation by 4D-MSPECT of 1.6 LVEF%. The corresponding
LVEF values calculated with ECT was 2.1 LVEF% higher
than that of cMRI [60]. Another comparison between the
three software packages showed that 4D-MSPECT and
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Table 5 Right and left ventricular ejection fraction, reference values
N F/M

Mean
F/M

Lower
limit F/M

Right ventricular ejection fraction
365
52
40
Left ventricular ejection fraction
845/668
67/58
50/43
100/78

67/59

49/41

597/824

67/59

51/43

1200
86/214

62
65/62

50
53/46

Physiologic state

Population
characterised as

Method

Comments

Reference

Rest

Cath normals/volunteers

First pass RNV/
Planar ERNV

Weighted values

[127]

Post-stress (exercise or
vasodilator)
Rest or post-stress
(exercise or
vasodilator)
Post-stress (exercise or
vasodilator)
Rest
Rest

Normal stress test and
normal perfusion
Low likelihood for CAD

Gated MPS

8 frames QGS

[129]

Gated MPS

8 frames
Simpson’s rule

[130]

Gated MPS

8/16 frames
QGS
Weighted values
Weighted values

[131]

Low likelihood for CAD
and normal perfusion
Cath normals/volunteers
Cath normals/volunteers

FP RNV/ ERNV
FP RNV/ERNV

[127]
[127]

RVEF and LVEF reference values from RNV and Gated MPS studies. For the explanation of other abbreviations, see abbreviation list (before
Section 1).
Cath normals Patients with a normal coronary angiography, F/M females/males, N number of subjects, and QGS quantitative gated MPS

ECT calculated LVEF values that were 6 and 4 LVEF%
higher than those calculated with QGS in patients with
normal myocardial perfusion [132].
In gated MPS, the cardiac cycle is usually divided into
8 time frames, sometimes into 16 frames. The lower frame rate
resulted in 6.3 lower LVEF% values (95% confidence interval,
5.1–7.5 LVEF%) in a study using the Wakers–Liu circumferential quantification method [133]. Gated MPS is generally
done with 99mTc-labeled tracers. Some have successfully used
201
Tl and, although the tracer has less than optimum physical
properties (low keV), obtained comparable LVEF data [129].
Rest–stress LVEF changes from post-stress to rest imaging
in a general, outpatient population of patients referred to
MPS are modest [134]. A significant decrease in LVEF
from rest to (after) stress gives important prognostic
information (review by Higgins et al. [135]). During
exercise in normal subjects, an increase in LVEF from rest
to stress has been found to be 8 LVEF% (range, 3–15%). A
slightly higher increase was found for men (10.5%)
compared with women (5.3%) [127].

Left ventricular end-diastolic volume
QGS and 4D-MSPECT have been shown to underestimate
LV EDV compared to the corresponding measurements
from cMRI with 17 and 10ml, respectively [60]. Another
comparison between the three software packages, 4DMSPECT, ECT and QGS, have shown that 4D-MSPECT
and ECT calculate LV EDV values that are 14- and 10-ml
higher, respectively, than those calculated with QGS in
patients with normal MPS [132] (Table 6).

LV EDV measured by gated MPS with 16 frames was 7ml
larger (95% confidence interval, 4.2–9.7ml) than that obtained
with 8 frames [133]. In a group of 113 patients, LV EDV was
obtained both with 201Tl at rest and 99mTc sestamibi 30–
60min after a treadmill test. LV EDV obtained with 201Tl
was slightly but significantly lower than that obtained with
99m
Tc sestamibi (4ml for women and 6ml for men) [129].
Left ventricular end-systolic volume
LV ESV obtained using QGS and 4D-MSPECT did not differ
significantly from the corresponding cMRI measurements
[60]. LV ESV measured by gated MPS with 16 frames was
3.6-ml smaller (95% confidence interval, 5.3 to −2.0ml) than
that obtained by 8 frames [133]. LV ESV obtained with 201Tl
was slightly but significantly lower than that obtained using
99m
Tc sestamibi (2ml for women and 4ml for men) [129].
Phase analysis evaluation
According to the reference limit (mean ± 2SD) obtained in
control groups, an inter-ventricular asynchrony was considered in the presence of an LV–RV delay >40ms, and an
abnormal intra-ventricular synchronism was defined by the
presence of SD value >18° (Table 7).
Summary
Reference values are needed for the interpretation of
cardiac, functional data. Although local reference values
are preferable because of dependence of equipment, tracers,
etc., they are rarely available; hence, the widespread use of
reference data from the literature. As several different

Ml

Ml/m2

Mean values F/M
Ml

Post-stress(exercise or vasodilator)
Rest or post-stress (exercise or
vasodilator)
Post-stress (exercise or vasodilator)

Post-stress(exercise or vasodilator)
Rest or post-stress (exercise or
vasodilator)
Post-stress (exercise or vasodilator)

Physiologic state

Low likelihood for CAD and normal
perfusion

Normal stress test and normal perfusion
Low likelihood for CAD

Low likelihood for CAD and normal MPI

Normal stress test and normal MPI
Low likelihood for CAD

Population characterised as

8 frames; QGS;99mTC/201Tl
8 frames; Simpson’s rule;
99m
Tc
8/16 frames; QGS; 99mTc

8 frames; QGS;99mTC/201Tl
8 frames; Simpson’s rule;
99m
Tc
8/16 frames; QGS; 99mTc

Comments

[131]

[127]
[130]

[131]

[127]
[130]

Reference

15
18
46
18
50
19
41
40

30
11

15
14

UL

8
9
22
9

Mean

Rest
Rest

Rest
Rest

Rest

Rest
Maximum exercise

Physiological state

Healthy volunteers
Normal ECG and echocardiography

Healthy volunteers
Normal ECG and echocardiography

Cardiac patients without structural abnormality or healthy volunteers
Cardiac patients without structural abnormality or healthy volunteers
Healthy volunteers
Normal ECG and echocardiography

Population characterised as

[137]
[138]

[137]
[138]

[136]
[136]
[137]
[138]

Reference

Mean reference values and standard deviations (SD) of left (LV) and right (RV) ventricular phase analysis from ERNV, given in phase angle degrees and in milliseconds. UL Upper limit

LV SD (degree)
25
25
20
56
RV SD (degree)
20
56
LV-RV delay (ms)
20
56

Number of patients

Table 7 Phase analysis by ERNV, reference values

LV EDV and LVESV reference values from gated MPS, given in absolute values (ml) and in relation to body surface area (ml/m2). For the explanation of the abbreviations, see abbreviation list
(before Section 1).

46/75

27/39

13/21

597/824

22/41

20/27
26/38

60/75

597/824
64/95
38/49
102/149
Left ventricular end-systolic volume
124/116
19/29
10/15
40/55
100/78
21/40
12/20
47/78

48/56
57/76

Ml/m2

Upper limits F/M

Left ventricular end-diastolic volume
124/116
57/74
32/38
91/119
100/78
62/95
35/48
106/157

N F/M

Table 6 Left ventricular end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes, reference values
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reference values have been published for the same variable
from different types of reference populations, obtained with
different methods and equipment, the local use should
adopt as much as possible values retrieved from comparable techniques and sufficiently large reference populations.
LVEF and volume reference values in the literature show
significant variations with gender; for RVEF, no sex variation is
generally reported. Whereas EF data are independent of age and
body size, the ranges of reference values for volume data are
reduced if expressed in relation to BSA, the index values, which
are, therefore, recommended. The intra- and inter-observer
variations of the different variables, important for monitoring
purposes, can also be found in the literature, but local
reproducibility is highly preferred and should be determined.

not available, reference could be given to a value from the
literature, cf. the section on reference values. If the EF value is
presented as a percentage value (e.g. “LVEF, 56%”), care
should be taken to express the confidence limits in a way that
cannot be misunderstood, e.g. LVEF = 56% (51–61%), and
not in a way like 56 ± 5%. As an alternative, it can be given as
a fraction: 0.56 (0.51–0.61) or 0.56 (±0.05).
Other findings that may be included in the report:

11. Report and image display

–

–

–

Introduction
Radionuclide ventriculography As in all other diagnostic
procedures, a written report should be provided at the end of
the study, communicating an easily understandable answer to
the question asked by the referring physician, including other
relevant information and possible clinical implications of the
examination and images of the study illustrating the findings
described [94, 139–141]. If previous RNV examinations
have been performed, it should be described whether any
and, in case, which clinically significant changes have
occurred compared to previous investigations.
A comment on possible technical problems during
acquisition (arrhythmias, poor labelling, insufficient septal
separation of the ventricles, etc.) should be added,
especially if the technical problem could have an influence
on the interpretation of the study.

–
–

–

Gated MPS The description is part of the whole MPS
description, cf. EANM guidelines [15].

Description of the study

–

Ejection fraction
The most important and most well-documented parameter of
an RNV is the LVEF. The EF value may be presented as a
fraction value, the more correct way according to its name, or
as a percentage value, which is probably used more often. A
reference range, cf. the section on reference values, should
accompany the presentation of the EF value. If the local
reproducibility of the EF value of the laboratory is known, the
95% confidence limits or an SD value should also be
included. If the local reproducibility of EF measurements is

–

Cardiac morphology, including unusual or abnormal
orientation and size of cardiac chambers; extra-cardiac
abnormalities (presence of aortic dilatation, extracardiac hot spots, etc.).
Global LV contraction pattern. Visual assessment may
suggest asynchronism or global hypokinesia, which
may be illustrated by parametric images such as phase
and amplitude images.
Regional LV WM. Segmental contraction, based on visual
assessment, can be graded as normal, hypokinetic, akinetic
and dyskinetic; the cinematic display of each view (Fig. 4)
is required to evaluate all LV segments. Generally, WM
abnormalities are reported in decreasing order of severity.
Parametric images, such as paradox and phase images,
may illustrate in the report dyskinetic vs akinetic regions.
It should be noted that, in planar imaging, only a few of
the segments are seen without some overlap with the RV.
Thickness of the pericardial silhouette and LV wall
based on visual assessment may suggest pericardial
effusion or LV hypertrophy.
Quantified data, when calculated, may include LV
chamber size, stroke volume, cardiac output in milliliters and/or as indices in milliliters per 1.73m2 BSA.
Information about reference ranges must be provided
together with quantitative data.
Serial acquisitions. In exercise, pharmacological stress
or in pacing RNV studies, any quantitative results
should be compared, as well as the regional WM in
paired cinematographic displays, and presented together
with reference values, preferably obtained by the local
department, as significant changes of the parameters are
highly dependent on protocol details.
Right ventricle. In FP RNV, a comment on possible
delay in transit of the bolus to or through the right
atrium or ventricle and/or lungs is relevant.
Shunts, regurgitation. In FP studies, scintigraphic
signs of right-to-left or left-to-right intra- or extracardiac shunts may be noted, as well as tricuspid
regurgitation.

Conclusion(s) of the examination
The conclusion should be brief and addressed to the clinical
question, and only include clinically important findings.
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Fig. 5 Tomographic ERNV: The
image of a normal study, obtained
with a gamma camera, collimator,
energy window, orbit, matrix size
and zoom similar to myocardial
perfusion SPECT. It displays horizontal slices through the ventricles
in end-diastole (outer left column)
and end-systole (inner left column).
The right image columns show RV
in the right inner column, LV in the
right outer column: a polar plot of
the free WM (upper row) and 3D
presentations of the end-diastolic
ventricles in the middle and lower
rows. In the right part of the figure,
values in milliliter are shown for
RV and LV volumes, stroke volume, RVEF and LVEF. In the right
lower corner, TACs for the two
ventricles are displayed

Images accompanying the report
It is generally recommended that an image, either on hard copy
or in an electronic version, should accompany the written
report. Below are shown two examples (Figs. 5 and 6), one
from a tomographic ERNV and the other one from a planar
ERNV study. FP studies are usually reframed to an ERNV
study for EF calculation, etc.; this may then be presented as an
Fig. 6 The report from an equilibrium radionuclide ventriculography is usually accompanied
by an image showing LV enddiastolic (LVED) and end-systolic (LVES) frames, with ROIs
superimposed. The LVEF value
is seen at the bottom, and the LV
TAC is displayed in the lower
right corner. Additionally, parametric images are presented
from a Fourier analysis: amplitude (Ampl.) and phase images,
a phase distribution histogram
(in the lower left corner), stroke
volume (SV), paradox volume
and regional (Reg.) EF images

ordinary ERNV. The first-passage of the bolus may also be
shown on the image, with TAC from the original bolus
passage included in the display accompanying the report.
A typical image report of an RNV study should include
(Fig. 6):
–

LAO “best septal” end-diastolic and end-systolic
images with ROIs superimposed
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–
–
–

LV TAC from the “average” cardiac cycle, summed
from the accepted cycles of the ERNV
Global LV EF value
Average heart rate and number of accepted and rejected
beats
It may optionally include (Figs. 1 and 2)

–
–
–
–
–
–

Parametric images with the phase-distribution histogram, the TAC
PFR value
Regional EF values (Fig. 6)
A histogram of phase against frequency
Other image projections than the LAO projection (Fig. 6)
Information from a tomographic or a FP and subsequent equilibrium RNV study including information
about both ventricles

LV images are best displayed with a linear black and
white scale, which also allows the evaluation of great
vessels, whereas parametric images are best displayed in a
continuous, colour scale.
LVEF monitoring If the indication for the study is
monitoring of cardiac function, e.g. during therapy with
cardiotoxic drugs, some centres prefer only a minimal
report, e.g. showing accumulated LVEF values, limit of a
significant LVEF change and the lower reference value of
LVEF. The report may then be given without images.
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